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Above: Beginners and bumblies at Dec Crag at the Arapiles Easter Trip ï Mac G. Brunckhorst.
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the 2004 Annual General Meeting
of Melbourne University Mountaineering Club Inc. will be held on 
Tuesday 24th August at 6:30pm in the Pavilion at Melbourne 
University.  This is near the Clubrooms, to the North of the Oval.

NOMINATION for COMMITTEE position 2004/2005

I, ééééééééééééééé., a member of Melbourne University Mountaineering Club Inc., 

hereby nominate ééé..éééééééééééééto be elected to the Incorporationôs 2004/2005 

Committee of Management in the position ofééééééééééééééé

 Signature of Proposer: ééééééééééééééééééé..

 Signature of Seconder: ééééééééééééééééééé..

 Signature of Nominee: ééééééééééééééééééé..

Committee positions:

President Vice-President Assistant Treasurer Bushwalking Convenor
Canoeing Convenor Caving Convenor Conservation Convenor Gear Store Ofýcer
General Member Mountaineering Convenor Publications Ofýcer Rock-Climbing Convenor
Secretary Skiing Convenor Treasurer

Co-opted committee positions (do NOT vote at committee meetings):

Canoe Polo Convenor Canyoning Convenor IT Ofýcer Rogaining Convenor

Co-opted positions which are NOT elected at AGM and do not vote at committee meetings; listed for completeness:

Hut Warden Public Ofýcer Search & Rescue Delegate

                    

THERE ARE no special motions to be attended to.  Any Business other than ORDINARY BUSINESS to be included 
on the Agenda must be given IN WRITING to the SECRETARY via the Mountaineering mailbox in the Sports 
Centre, or by email (below), NO LATER THAN 7 days prior to the meeting, ie. before 7pm, Tuesday 17th August.

NOMINATIONS ARE HEREBY CALLED for all voting positions on the Incorporationôs COMMITTEE OF 
MANAGEMENT. Nominations must be SIGNED by the PROPOSER, SECONDER and the NOMINEE, and must 
be placed in the nomination box in the Clubrooms, or handed to the RETURNING OFFICER, Andy Selby Smith, 
before 4pm on Monday 23rd August.  

If you would like more information regarding any position, please consult the current holder of that position, or the 
SECRETARY via email: jasminerickards@yahoo.com.au

#
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Attendance 
Zoe Asher, Jeff Bellis, Dan Borg, Mac 
Brunckhorst, Phil Caldow, Brent Caldwell, 
Ben Cebon, Shannon Crack, Tristen Croll, 
Jac Cutter, Felix Dance, Cassandra Devine, 
Carys Evans, Min Goh, Ian Gould, Martin 
Hames, Lachlan Hick, Anna Hyland, Matt 
Jeppesen, Lenneke Jong, Hannah Lockie, 
Kat Martin, Rosetta Mastrantone, Julie 
McInnes, Kylie McInnes, Sarah Neumann, 
Andrew Nurse, Miriam Oldýeld, Andrew 
Oppenheim, Dimitri Papaioannou, Cam 
Quinn, Greta Raymant, Ben Redwood, 
Anguss Robb, Ned Rogers, Fiona Rus-
sell, Grant Schuster, Andrew Selby-Smith, 
Dylan Shuttleworth, Kellie Smith, Lincoln 
Smith, Matt Thomas, Alison Thomson, 
Tim Wallace, David Watts, Katie Webby, 
Alexander Wedd, Kate Whyte 

Welcome
Meeting commenced 7:15

Acceptance of 2002 AGM minutes 

AO: When report is given by a convenor 
for a sport can this please be included in 
the AGM minutes for future reference of 
the club.
HL: Will add Andrewôs report to the 2002 
minutes.
KM: None of the speeches for contested 
positions should be included.
KM: Uno convenor should be removed.
HL: These amendments will be made to 
2002 minutes.
Proposed: Sarah
Seconded: Tim

60th aniversary
KM:  This will be a huge event with a large 
amount of celebration.  A meeting will be 
organised for preparation of events in the 
near future.  People who are interested in 
helping with organisation should let Kylie 
know and attend the ýrst meeting.

Committee reports
Publications (Kylie McInnes/Bradly 
Dent)

- One mountaineer was produced in time 
for OôWeek
- Lack of articles has made another 
mountaineer release difýcult. 
- We are prepared to get together with 

new publications ofýcer to publish a moun-
taineer soon.

Sarah N: Deadlines help in making people 
write articles.

Rogaining (Adele Arnold and Amanda 
Bush ï both absent): 

HL: Thereôs been lots of rogaining ï a large 
number of MUMC members have com-
peted in 6 hour, 12 hour and 24 hour events 
in Victoria and one 24 hour event in Tassie.  
Well done to Matt Thomas and Andy Selbs 
for setting a rogaine in May. 

Conservation (Anna Hyland):

A large number of MUMC people went to 
óFriends of the Mittaô last October.  Hope-
fully people will go to this again this year.

S & R Enmore Lin ï absent:

Skiing (Matt Thomas)

- No snow in April as promised
- As Nick left the country it started 
snowing (around end of July) - we owe him 
a beer when he gets back.
- Skiing about touring not just telemark-
ing.   Please donôt become too obsessed 
with telemarking

Bushwalking (Matt Jeppesen)

- Disappointing that we were unable to 
have midnight ascent
- Several trips to the Gramps, Tasmania, 
Croajingalong, etc. have occurred through-
out the year.
- It was a reasonable year but we would 
want a lot more trips to say that we had a 
really good year.
- Lots of new people have run walks 
and plan to do so over the next couple of 
months - Felix, Ned, Ben C, Kellie.   Next 
year will be good with all new leaders 
coming up
- Need to get more experienced people to 
make a contribution without making them 
put in large amounts of effort ï need to 
think of ways to get them to come on trips 
but not necessarily be involved in the pre-
trip organisation. 
- Thankyou to the people who helped at 
the Cathedrals.
- Thankyou to Richard Salmons for 
organising the leadership weekend ï we got 
a couple of new leaders out of this.
- Thankyou to Andrew Oppenheim for 
his support throughout the year.

Paddling (Tim Wallace)

- Thereôs been lots of paddling.  If you 
want to know about all the epics, well I 
canôt really talk about them all, but there 
are lots.  We went to NZ and had two 
weeks of þoods. Weôve already started this 
Springôs epics with the trip to the West 
Kiewa last week.
- We got some new boats. 
- IV at the Nymboida was interesting.  
How much water you can get to go down 
an IV line?  Thatôs how much was in the 
river 
River rescue course was run a month ago 
so hopefully that means thereôll be more 
rescuing happening
- Unlike skiing we managed to run trips 
even though thereôs no water

Canoe Polo (Grant Schuster) 

- Canoeing Victoria making players 
pay afýliation costs of $52 per person has 
caused a drop in numbers.  Itôs gone from 5 
teams to 2 with the extra cost.
- The really hardcore team with Dan as 
captain have been training at Dights on 
Tuesday morning

Caving (Al Thomson)

- Iôve focused on broadening the clubs 
skills and caving destinations.
- We joined SUSS (Sydney Uni Speilogi-
cal Society) and have been on three trips 
with them ï Jenolan, Yarangabilly and 
Tuglow.
- Iôve written a new safety code ï itôs in 
the new caving folder (black) along with a 
lot of other caving stuff.
- Special mention to Kat Martin who 
went caving in the Nullaboor and is going 
to Tasmania (with Kylie).
- 5:30 Tuesday in two weeks there will 
be some SRT practice to teach people the 
skills required.

Canyoning (Al Thomson)

- 5 people did Empress Canyon in 
December 
- Bushýres (and subsequent canyon clo-
sures) prevented more canyoning happen-
ing over summer.

Climbing (Sarah Neumann) 

- Technically Iôve been climbing con-
venor for 12 months
- The tradition is that the climbing con-
venor starts paddling, which is what I did.
- Climbing started with beginner trips to 

2003 AGM Minutes
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araps and gramps last year.  Thereôs been 
lots of day trips this year.  Beginner trips 
were run all through before Easter and the 
usual Easter Araps was again a success.  
People went to Nowra over the last uni 
holidays.
- Thanks to people who ran climbing at 
the Cathedrals, I organised paddling.
- Big thanks to Mac who did a lot of 
work at Araps and throughout this year. 

BC: Well done to Sarah on the Easter trip, 
it was a big success.

Secretary

- I think people should return the keys to 
the sports centre

Hut Warden (Matt Thomas)

- The hut was almost burnt down by ýres 
in Jan.  We have lost the toilet but that will 
be rebuilt by Parks Vic.  So currently the 
hut doesnôt have a toilet.  Pit toilets arenôt 
acceptable anymore according to parks so 
they are going to build a new toilet for us.  
The promise to have it done before Christ-
mas and I hope this is right.  
- Currently we donôt technically have 
access because the tracks to the hut are all 
closed. 
- Information regarding ownership is 
currently been sorted out.  We need to 
determine the clubs legal responsibility 
for the hut and negotiate an agreement 
with parks to map out where we stand 
with the hut.  This is being followed up at 
the moment.  The clubôs legal ownership/
responsibility will determine the clubôs 
future involvement with the hut.  
- We understand that their current posi-
tion is that they want to transfer responsi-
bility for the hut to us.  We need to decide 
if we want this to happen.  The hut isnôt 
currently ours and we risk losing univer-
sity funding for public liability insurance 
and hut maintenance if we arenôt actually 
liable.  It may reach crunchtime with uni-
versity when ýnd out weôre not actually 
liable.
- Personally I would like club to maintain 
involvement with the hut.  Cope Hut and 
other huts that are ñmaintainedò by Parks 
are just deteriorating because no one cares 
about them.
- Every hut warden has faced same prob-
lem of leakage ï it is designed for really 
cold weather that we donôt often get in 
Australia.
- My belief is that it is our hut and we 
should keep maintaining it - regardless of 
ownership.  However Iôd welcome input as 
to where we go in the future with the hut.
- Thanks to hut maintenance assistants.  

Thanks to Andy Selbs and Jimbo in par-
ticular.

Treasurer (Min Goh), Assistant Tres 
(Carys Evans)

- It was a pretty good year for gear pur-
chases ï we received a large amount of 
money.
- A lot of new boats and safety courses 
run.
- The losses are resulted of a reduced 
income (membership is down), quite a few 
people not paying for courses and money 
from undeposited cheques from previous 
year coming through in this yearôs budget.
- Climbing and Bushwalking show a 
large difference in collection of gear hire 
money.
- Things to do next year:
- We are trying to start a new manual to 
make it easier for next treasurer.
- We are looking at investment opportu-
nities 
- Thanks to Alan Daley, Carys, Rik and 
all the convenors

CE: Please refer to ýnancial report for 
details of spending/income.  Are there any 
queries regarding this?

KM: Gear hire looks very low, mountain-
eering gear hire is almost zero.
CE: This may be because convenors 
havenôt banked money collected.
HL: Money from gear hire gets used as 
petty cash and people donôt write it in the 
petty cash book.
Al: What is the $681 of Unidentiýed vari-
ous - could you break this down
Min: This year Unidentiýed various 
includes AUC sponsorship for orienteers.
Andy: Where is the money for gear hire?
Min: Two Major reasons why gear hire is 
low:
- Money collected hasnôt been banked by 
the 1st May
- Leaders havenôt been collecting money

CE: Also because money is put in different 
tins and people put money in the bank but 
donôt say why its there.

Cam: Can I get a deýnition of administra-
tion?
- The banner
- Maps
- Photocopying etc.

Cam: No further queries?

Sarah: I propose that the treasurers report 
be passed
Second: Al

tPresidentôs report (Cam Quinn)

I guess Iôm obliged to say a few words.  I 
see the enthusiasm to go out and do things 
as the strength of the club.  Enthusiasm 
is what keeps the club alive - run a trip 
somewhere, go to the Nullarbor, thatôs what 
weôre about.  Thereôs been unprecedented 
interest in river rescue, rope rescue, ýrst 
aid, mountaineering courses, which is a 
good thing.  Richardôs incredible leader-
ship course was a great success.  Weôve 
started talking to new people, enabling 
our entrance into Jenolan caves.  We found 
a new cave near Buchan.  Thankyou to 
the committee, phenomenal efforts by 
all.  Thankyou to the unofýcial committee 
members ï Mac in the climbing store and 
Andrew Oppenheim for his efforts in the 
library.

Good luck to next committee.

Election of new 
committee
CQ: I will now declare all positions vacant 
and hand over to Andy Selbs (returning 
ofýcer) for the elections.

President: Carys Evans
Vice president: Min Goh
Secretary: Jasmine Rickards
Treasurer: Kate Whyte
Assistant Treasurer: No nomination
Bushwalking Convenor: Peter Hield 
Canoeing Convenor: Anna Hyland
Canyoning Convenor: No nomination
Caving Convenor: No nomination
Conservation Convenor: No nomination
Climbing Convenor: Ian Gould / Mac 
Brunckhorst 
Skiing Convenor: Matt Jeppessen
Canoe Polo Convenor: No nomination
Mountaineering Convenor: No nomination
Rogaining Convenor: No nomination
Gear store ofýcer: Kellie Smith
IT Ofýcer: Tristan Croll
Publications ofýcer: Dylan Shuttleworth
General Member: Greta Raymant
Hut Warden: Matt Thomas

Close

CE: Anyone who would like to ýll the 
vacant positions should attend the ýrst 
committee meeting.  Could I please speak 
to the new committee. 

Meeting concluded 9:15
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President ð Carys Evans
So with any luck youôve all been on a few trips nowé.??? 

Youôre beginning to be able to recognise a few people 
around the clubrooms and, more importantly, theyôre begin-
ning to recognise you from among the throng of bumblies 
(ie. beginner outdoorsy person).

é.Yes?!é.Thatôs awesome!! Keep going itôs not long 
nowé. soon thereôll be nothing that you can do to stop 
yourself . Suddenly youôll turn around and realise that your 
going away on trips every weekend, your pay checks are all 
going towards buying expensive equipment and your óotherô 
friends donôt recognise you any moreéin fact, neither do 
your parentsé?éLunchtimes in the clubroomséevenings 
planning tripsé.weekends awayéé welcome to the 
club!!é

é..or is that a no??é. Okay, I can understand, itôs all a bit 
intimidating right? Tuesday night at the clubrooms is pretty 
busy and everyoneôs running around talking about places 
and things youôve never heard ofé..right?? Itôs easy to get 
lost in the crowd . . . But donôt let it get you down, there are 
heaps of other beginners around at this time of year and the 
best way to get to know peopleéégo on a trip! 

So far this year has been an AWESOME success, just look 
at the turn out Tuesday nights! A large part of that success is 
due to all those people that gave up some time at lunchtimes, 
over Oôweek, the Cathedrals trip, various BBQôs, running 
beginners trips and, most recently, at the inter-varsity Bush-
dance!!! Itôs these sorts of people that keep the mountaineer-
ing club alive and kicking and we wouldnôt want them to get 
away thinking we donôt appreciate it, you know who you 
areé so THANK-YOU!!

Bushwalking ñ Peter Hield
The recent months have seen several bushwalking trips, 
with at least one trip occurring on most weekends. The 
Cathedrals weekend was very successful, with separate 
walks completing the whole ridge and going bush bashing 
in search of a waterfall. Walking destinations since then 
have included the Macedon ranges, the Otways, Dom Dom 
saddle, and the Ironbark forests near Bendigo. The Easter 
break was particularly busy, as people took advantage of 
the long weekend to explore further aýeld. There were 
three separate trips to locations as diverse as the beaches of 
Croajinagolong at the Eastern tip of Victoria (and NSW!), 
Mt Bogong and the Alpine Walking track near Mt Howitt, 
with the unseasonable good weather allowing a lot of very 
enjoyable walking to occur. The same could not be said of 
the attempted trip to Mt Loch and Dibbinôs hut, which was 
hit by an early dump of snow!

The remainder of the semester has many more trips, to 
Mt Buffalo and Lake Mountain amongst others. So come 
along to the clubrooms and put your name down for a much 
needed escape from the pressures of Uni and the crowds of 
the city. More trips are appearing in the folders all the time, 
so itôs important to check regularly. If nothing else, itôs a 
good excuse to go to the pub on a Tuesday evening!

Climbing ñ Mac Brunckhorst
It has been a productive few months in the MUMC climbing 
world with many trips run of varying standards. Trips have 
been run to the Grampians, Black Hill, the Cathedrals, the 
You Yangs, Camels Hump and of course many trips to The 
Arapiles Mountains, including the most talked about trip 
of the year, the Easter Arapiles Trip. Scores of enthusiastic 
new recruits in the club have been scaling the cliffs in an 
attempt to escape their otherwise boring, mundane lives. It 
was even witnessed by some that Mac the climbing con-
venor took some time off paddling in order to go climbing. 
The fact that there has been very little water to paddle in 
had nothing to do with this 
of course. It has also been 
alleged that he actually led 
a climb! Where will the 
madness end? Keep a look 
out for some ýne weather 
for some more climbing 
action throughout the win-
tery months. You might 
ýnd people foolish enough 
to run a trip even with 
forecasted hail................ 
Otherwise have fun, keep 
padd....I mean climbing 
until we meet again.

Mountaineering ñ Dylan Shuttleworth.
Mountaineering has been rather slack, what with it being 
term time and all.  Fortunately the graduates are out and 
about.  Cam has recently returned from the Rockies after 
a small jaunt with JB and is now fully converted to the 
premise that Canadian snow is nicer than Australian snow.

The old-fart Kamchatka expedition have been and come 
back with stories of cold weather, bad weather and the Rus-
sian military.  It seems it is not all fun and games to be too 
close to (inside) a secret air-force base or to ski on a tank 
ýring range.  They made it up two of the intended volcanos 
though from reports were not happy being on the crater rim 
when seen from up close.

Reports of all sorts.

Above: Mac (???) ï Kellie Smith.
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So far this year the Mountaineering section have collected 
almost half in gear maintenance fees of what weôre allocated 
in the budget.  

The Alpine Instruction weekend will be on the weekend 
of 4-5 September, probably on Feathertop.  Though this is 
unlike NZ in summer, it is a good introduction into tips and 
techniques and worthwhile if youôre thinking of heading 
over at some stage.  Stu H may be running an instruction 
trip in NZ this summer if there is interest.  Also see the 
notice opposite.

Rogaining ñ Ben Cebon
Weôre now well into the 2004 Rogaining season, and 
MUMC teams have posted great results at several events so 
far, including the Rogaine-by-kayak ñPaddlogaineò in Feb-
ruary, and the May 12-hour event, where around 15 MUMC 
members competed in very challenging conditions.

The next event is the  6-hour metrogaine and cyclogaine on 
29 August, which should be lots of fun and a bit less tiring 
(for Monday morning) than the normal bush rogaines.

There are events once a month throughout the rest of the 
year - for more information, visit the MUMC home page 
and click on the Rogaining tab, or check out the VRA web-
site at www.vra.rogaine.asn.au .  We recently hammered out 
a much simpler procedure to allow for the university to pay 
50% of MUMC entry fees, which gives you one more rea-
son to get out there and give rogaining a go!

Search & Rescue Report ð Enmoore Lin
We had another quiet year in search and rescue with only 
one BSAR call-out making it into the ýeld.  The search at Mt 
Buffalo, unfortunately, was unsuccessful.  4 OXOs (Peter 
H., Ralph, Wendy and Dimi) went on their ýrst search and 
had a rather gentle initiation.  BSAR was only involved for 
one day and instead of bashing down scrubby gullies, which 
is what we normally do, BSAR was given the task of search-
ing walking tracks on the plateau.  The club has continued 
itôs strong support of S&R, with 7 of the 29 BSAR searchers 
coming from MUMC.  

In recognition of MUMCôs major and long-standing contri-
bution to BSAR, the club was ýnally granted an exemption 
late last year to BSARôs club membership guidelines, which 
require that all searchers be current members of a Vicwalk 
club.  Former ýnancial members of MUMC are now regarded 
by BSAR to be current club members and can ofýcially be 
part of BSAR.  We recruited 9 new members over the past 
year and currently have 33 searchers on the MUMC call-
out list.  There was a huge turn-out from the club at the last 
BSAR practice so weôre expecting more OXOs to join soon.  
Weôve also made additions to the higher echelons of BSAR.  
Dave Kneen became a Field Organiser in May and will be 
helping to direct searches in the future.                             

BSAR just bought another 8 pairs of snowshoes, so weôre 
well prepared for the winter, which is traditionally the 
busiest season for searches.  With the switch to two-day 
searches and the establishment of email and SMS alert 
systems, we are now getting much better turn-outs.  Of 
course, we are always looking to recruit more searchers, so 
if youôre interested in joining BSAR or just want more info, 
contact Ben Cebon, MUMCôs incoming S&R Delegate: 
bcebon@yahoo.com.

Skiing ñ Matt Jeppo
Winter.... 

In order to guarantee a good season I have been commu-
nicating deeply with the primordial forces of nature, also I 
watched ñThe White Searchò the other day and that got me 
all ýred up. 

So, I have a task for you all... each time you see a weather 
report, with all those isobars and lines, I want you to imag-
ine huge cold fronts coming from the South (the bottom of 
the screen.) Or possibly from the East, I hear that works too. 
If we have all these people out there, picturing and imagin-
ing, well, how can that fail to work? 

Editorial ñ Dylan Shuttleworth
This is the rather belated May edition of  The Paddler The 
Bushwalker The Mountaineer.  It is 33%  bigger than other 
edition!  Apologies for the delay in getting this to the printers 
and for the layout being all over the placeé  Thirteen people 
contributed photos to this issue and twenty-one contributed 
text; 98 photos and articles made it to print.  These numbers 
represent a fair proportion of the active members of the club 
- I guess indicating the role of this journal in the club.  If 
youôre not an active member, I hope the articles and pictures 
inspire you a little.  Thanks to Jasmine for organising the 
address lists for this and last yearôs ósend-outô editions.

If youôre a new member, please feel free to contribute (not 
much climbing or snow in this issueé).  The Mountaineer 
is a record of what the club does ï if youôre doing it out there 
in the bush, please write about it.  If youôve very keen, you 
could stand for the Publications position at the AGM!

Iôve had fun putting this together.  Iôve learnt more about 
publishing than I ever wanted to; the Bailleau has a shelf 
or two on books about type setting which I would normally 
never have come across.  The mag should be received about 
two weeks before the AGM.  If youôd like to stand for any 
position, please do ï itôs not the only way, but is a good way 
to get involved.

Thanks and congratulations to Min, Greta and all the help-
ers for organising the Bushdance at Horti Hall a few months 
ago.  The hall looked great, the snags were great and the 
tunes were great.  Good work getting the new venue!
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MUMC Alpine Climbing Camp
Mt Cook & Westland National Parks

November/December (TBC) 2004 
Many members of the club have some one season of 
mountaineering experience but few have had the conýdence 
or opportunity to return to further their climbing careers. 
Typically the club has had little role in mountaineering trips, 
leaving it to individuals to organise themselves, however the 
past decade shows that this policy has not been successful 
in promoting alpine climbing, which should be a central 
activity for a mountaineering club. In order to address this 
I am proposing to lead an alpine climbing camp in New 
Zealand early this summer. 

Over a period of 3 weeks the camp will aim to visit 2 major 
high climbing areas in Mt Cook or Westland National 
Parks. The camp aims to provide impetus to climbing by 
making it easier and more attractive for members to return 
to the mountains. Members participating on the camp will 
have access to ýnancial and logistical beneýts, hopefully 
including a van, associated with collective purchasing 
and new partnerships. Further, in addition to logistical 
assistance, the guide attending the camp will provide local 

knowledge and advice on conditions and coaching in terrain 
analysis, route selection, climbing techniques and rope 
handling, etc., to help maximise the safety, success and 
development of participants. 

NB The camp is not a beginnersô instruction trip. Attendance 
on the camp is for independent climbers ï presumably 
those who have mountaineering experience which will 
be furthered by climbing and through receipt of some 
coaching throughout the camp. Novices could undertake 
an instruction course beforehand and then use the camp 
as a way to develop their skills and experience whilst still 
getting some feedback and support from a guide.

Climbers interested in participating in the Alpine Climbing 
Camp should contact me to discuss details.

stuarthollaway@hotmail.com

Above: Joel Bartley, during a tour in the Canadian Rocky Mts ï Cam Quinn.
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A tale of Canyoning and bike riding 
ñ Kat Martin

It all started with $39 þights to Sydney and three people 
bored of being stuck behind a desk all dayé

On Wednesday the 18th of February the alarm clock 
sounded at 4:30am signaling the start of our adventure, this 
was not a welcome sound to the ears of Pete, Al and I as we 
only ýnished packing at 1am the previous night.  However 
the plane tickets to Sydney were bought, our bikes were 
packed away in cardboard boxes and our panniers were full 
of the Canyoning and general camping gear that we needed 
for the week, so all that was left to do was get ourselves and 
our gear to the airport for our 6:10am þight.

This trip had ñepicò written all over it!

Once Iôd ýnished watching the sunrise over the clouds I 
found that snoozing was a good way to spend the þight.  
After re-assembling our bikes at Sydney airport much to the 
amusement of passers by, and ýguring out Sydneyôs public 
transport system, a few hours on the train to the Blueyôs 
gave us plenty of time to look at maps and plan the next few 
dayôs activities.

We arrived at Katoomba at lunchtime so after a quick bite 
to eat I had my ýrst practical lesson in riding with pan-
niers as we rode to Empress Canyon.  It certainly made for 
interesting riding along the highway with signiýcantly less 
control than what I was used to.  The weather was hot as we 
did the walk along the tourist track to the Canyon and the 
cool water was much appreciated when we arrived, espe-
cially after the struggle to pull our wetsuits on over sweaty 
limbs.  A large noisy group could be heard in the canyon 
ahead so we took our time negotiating the pools of water and 
fun climb-downs to avoid getting stuck behind them at the 
abseil.  As suspected it was a guided group and we ended up 
getting stuck behind them anyway.  The 30m abseil was fun 
and since it was a hot day we decided to abseil straight down 
the waterfall rather than beside it.

The pool at the bottom of the waterfall was a short ten-metre 
walk to the tourist track, which was conveniently the route 
out. I think my favourite part of Empress Canyon was one 
2m climb-down that involved climbing down in between 
two boulders almost forming a tunnel with a small waterfall 
running down it.  It was nice, as it wasnôt the most obvious 
way down.  All in all a nice start to the trip. After an ice 
cream at the top of the tourist track it was back to Katoomba 
for some food shopping and then the 7:03 train to Bell.

$107 and a short ride later, we were sitting on the train look-
ing at some more maps and eating dinner.  We arrived at 
Bell just as it was getting dark and foggy, the temperature 
was perfect for riding though which was good as we then 

had a 16km ride ahead of us to get to Mt Wilson ï our des-
tined campsite for the night.  Lessons learned from class 2 
of riding with panniers were that the Blue Mountains are 
Hilly!  Unlike places óround here, in the Bluies, when a 
place is called Mt Something, it actually means itôs at the 
top of a mountain!  So at the end of our dark, foggy, hilly 
ride we reached the Mt Wilson campground (at the top of Mt 
Wilson) in a relatively fatigued state.  We were greeted by 
a rowdy bunch of teenagers on school camp who inquired 
about identity, shouting, ñwho are yous?ò and what are yous 
doing?ò  It was about then that we also discovered that while 
it is possible to ýt 3 people in the Olympus it is nowhere near 
comfortable on a hot summer night.

We were forced out of bed the next morning at 8am as the 
sun on the tent made the inside temperature unbearable.  As 
determined on the train trips the previous day, Serendipity 
Canyon was on the cards for us today.  A bit of uncertainty 
on the walk in saw us eventually on our way into the can-
yon.

The walk in through bushland was nice.  The track was well 
worn, as Mt Wilson is a pretty popular area for Canyoners.   
The directions in the guidebook led us to a tree at the top 
of a small cliff with slings on it.  At ýrst it was just walking 
along a creek with only 5m or so cliffs enclosing the canyon 

Above: Pete in Empress ï Kat Martin.
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and this went on for quite a way.  There were plenty of large 
bright orange fresh-water Crayôs that scurried away back-
ward, pincers at the ready as we approached.

We stopped for lunch on a large þat rock next to the stream 
and were entertained by a very bold lizard that didnôt want 
to let us, or plastic bags come between it and a potential 
fruitcake lunch!

The canyon dropped down into a pool and it was time to 
put on wetsuits and harnesses for the abseil.  After this the 
canyon walls increased in height and the pools became big-
ger and deeper.  In some places we were forced to swim 
(well I was while Pete and Al waded through ñchest-deepò 
water).  The high walls blocked the sun and looking up there 
were ferns growing up the sides of the steep walls, there was 
bright blue sky up there too ï very pretty.

A couple more abseils and the canyon ended when it joined 
the bathtub temperature (well relative to 
the canyon water anyway) Wollongambie 
River and we had two options for the way 
back to camp.  The ýrst option involved 
going upstream, climbing up a 3-metre 
waterfall and walking out along a track, 
and the second option involved going for 
a long swim downstream and walking 
out along a different track.  The 3-metre 
waterfall climb sounded like fun but the 
second option involved less walking and 
it was quite hot so nice weather for a 
swim.

The swim was quite tiring and my legs 
didnôt let me forget that for one moment 
when walking along the mostly up hill 
track.  We arrived back at camp just as 
the weather started to cool off, a dusk 
dinner and an early night all-round.  Al 
opted to sleep out under his mosquito net 
much to the relief of everyone as we now 
didnôt have to spend another night hot and squished in the 2 
İ man tent.

Friday the 20th saw us fail miserably at an attempt to get 
up early for Whungee Whengee canyon.  The guidebook 
described this as a grade 5 canyon that was a ñvery long 
dayò.  After the navigational lessons learned from yes-
terdays little hitches, navigating to the canyon ran very 
smoothly and soon we found ourselves at a cliff, which we 
were conýdent Whungee Whengee was at the bottom of.  So 
we found a nice big tree anchor, threw the ropes off the edge 
and down we went.  While I was waiting for Al and Pete to 
come down the abseil after me I saw a funnel-web spider 
web growing under the cliff.  There were also more bright 
orange Yabbies in this canyon.

The guidebook said there were ñabout 3 abseilsò which only 
made sense once in the canyon.  It was probably possible to 

do 15 abseils in this canyon but there was usually an alterna-
tive way down, which added to the fun.  It gave the canyon 
a very 3 dimensional feel as instead of just going straight 
ahead and down there was always the option of going up and 
around which provided many alternative ways on through 
the canyon.  We were passed by a group of two and we 
let them pass as they were moving pretty quickly and we 
wanted to take our time a bit more.  Every now and then 
from ahead we could hear ñaaaagghhhhh..... SPLASH!ò as 
they negotiated some of the drops above pools.  This made 
me a little nervous, as I donôt really like the idea of jumping 
into a dark pool of water.  Whenever we came to these drops 
there was always another way down.

One section of the canyon was a rock pile with a pool under 
it.  Under it we found a cave with glowworms in it and fol-
lowing this it brought us out the other side of the rock pile.

We ended up doing the Canyon in 3 abseils, but could have 

easily done it in 2.  The abseils were short but reasonably 
technical with overhangs and rub points.  On one of the 
abseils we got the rope stuck when we tried to pull it down 
after us.  After a bit of standing around in the cold pool at 
the bottom pulling the rope from various different angles 
it eventually came down.  The last part of the canyon was 
quite dark as the walls almost enclosed us forming only a 
slit of blue sky at the top.  The ground was soft sand and 
there were ferns growing at the sides.  This was my favour-
ite part of Whungee Whengee.

Once again the end of the canyon joined the Wollengambe 
River, this time further downstream than Serendipity, so the 
swim was slightly shorter than the day before, the walk was 
just as long and uphill though!

Upon arriving back at camp the school group proved to be 
more than just rowdy neighbours when they came up and 

Above: Pete and Al in Empress Canyon ï Kat Martin.
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gave us a heap of food that they didnôt need as they were 
going home the next day.  This included eggs, pasta sauce, 
risotto and several cans of baked beans ï bonus!  This also 
eased our concern a little that we were going to run out of 
food.

The next day was hot, so it seemed quite appropriate to be 
doing Waterdragon a.k.a. Kelvinator. So after a baked beans 
and spaghetti breakfast we decided make use of our bikes 
and ride to the walking track today.  We went past the ýre 
station which is the usual starting point for a lot of the can-
yons, and saw about 10 cars parked there, which were prob-
ably other Canyoners as Mt Wilson was a pretty popular 
area.  We only ran into one other group however.

It was a long walk in today as we turned off the track earlier 
than what we were supposed to.  Basically this resulted in a 
lot of scrub bashing (it was still pretty hot) and doing what 
we like to call the ñupper-section of Waterdragonò.  Eventu-
ally we were on our way down the canyon.

Waterdragon started off a lot more open than the other 
canyons.  We followed the fairly stagnant stream along and 
soon we came to a point where the canyon dropped down a 
hole and narrowed.  The anchor point was a dodgy looking 
log across the 15m drop.  After cautiously testing that the 
log wasnôt going to break when I put my weight on the rope 
I went down the abseil.  It was a nice narrow drop down a 
trickling waterfall.  Very slippery though which made the 
last overhung part of it interesting.   After the abseil there 
was a bit more wading and swimming through pools and I 
think another abseil, maybe 2.

The last section was narrow and the almost vertical walls 
were about 20m high so it was nearly dark.  This continued 
for a while and involved a lot of scrambling over and around 
boulders.  When climbing over one boulder I put my hand 
down 15cm away from a snake.  Luckily it decided not to 
bite me and slithered away instead.  After that we were 
quite wary of snakes and were constantly peering into the 
dark in search of more.  We didnôt see any more snakes and 
were soon back into the warm familiar water of the Wol-
lengambe.  After a quick swim downstream we found a nice 
rock next to the river to eat our lunch before walking out.

Todayôs lunch had a gourmet touch as that morning weôd 
boiled the eggs given to us by the school group and brought 
them along.  As it was still the middle of the day it was 
going to be a hot walk out!  Sitting in the sun soon became 
uncomfortably hot so we cooled off with a swim before the 
long walk back to camp.

As we had planned on the train, it was time to move camp 
so we packed up, waited till the weather was cool enough, 
and began our 18km ride to Mt Tomah.  In true Blue Moun-
tains fashion the ride was hilly, the down bits seemed very 
short and the up very long.  The ride took us over Mt Bell (at 
998m) and Mt Charlie (at 934m) before the grand ýnale up 
Mt Tomah, which nobody found enjoyable.  The uphill just 
kept going and going!  We almost made the mistake of rid-
ing down the other side of Mt Tomah which would have been 
pretty devastating, and had to go back up a little way again.  
We made camp at the Fire shed, which had a water tap.  We 
were disappointed that Mt Tomah had no pub as we had all 
been dreaming about beer and hot chips.  We were also a 
little disbelieving as it had botanical gardens, which was the 
basis of the rationale that there must be a pub there.

So we sat at the ýre shed and cooked up the last of our din-
ner food as the dark and the fog came up the valley and in 
around us.  Everybody was tired that night and we were once 
again forced to sleep three of us in the small tent, as the sky 
was promising rain.  Sure enough it rained but it certainly 
didnôt do anything to cool the temperature inside the tent.

For some reason we had decided the night before that we 
would get up at 5am to do Claustral Canyon so we could 
make sure we didnôt get stuck behind any big groups 
because it was a Sunday.  So the alarm sounded and up we 
got.  We packed up everything except for the tent and ate the 
last of the breakfast food standing around in the dark and 
the damp.  My body didnôt really recover from the shock of 
being woken up at 5am after not a lot of sleep and a whole 
lot of exercise from the previous three days and I spent most 
of the day in a fairly sleepy low-energetic state.

We managed to get lost walking to the canyon because we 
couldnôt see the track in the dark.  A few hours later when we 
had turned around and went back the way we had come, we 
discovered that the turnoff onto the track leading to the can-
yon was much more obvious in daylight.  We ýnally made 
it to the canyon, a little frustrated that we had wasted so 

Above: Gearing up for Galah ï Kat Martin.
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much time for nothing.  We were shortly over-taken by a few 
people which we later discovered was the front of a group of 
12, so we were now stuck behind a very large group despite 
getting up at 5am.  We didnôt let that dampen our spirits too 
much.  I think we were more embarrassed than anything, as 
Claustral has the reputation of being extremely easy to ýnd 
as it attracts hordes of people there. - This we discovered 
was true as three more groups arrived in the queue at the 
abseil while we waited for the group of 12 to go down.  I got 
to chatting to one group who boasted about their abseiling 
trips and how fast they could abseil down a rope.  I noted 
that they werenôt wearing helmets or carrying prussiks or 
any other safety gear.

Finally after standing around getting cold for ages it was our 
turn to abseil.  There were 3 abseils.  A short pool separated 
the ýrst two.  It was almost cave like and really awesome.  
We managed to do the ýrst two abseils together, which 
worked well, as it wouldnôt have been fun trying to rig the 
second one while swimming in the pool at the bottom of the 
ýrst!

A Short detour was taken up Thunder Canyon to look at the 
glowworm cave, but the cold was intense, which took a bit 
of fun out of the multiple swims.  So the gimp hat was pulled 
out and the cranial warmth enjoyed by all!  The rest of the 
canyon involved lots of cool scrambling, down climbing 
and hand-over-handôs as well as the famed ñtunnel swimò.  
Swimming in canyons is cool, as the water is often pitch 
black, and the canyon walls can come in quite narrow (less 
than a metre!) but you still canôt touch the bottom!

Other exciting moments included avoiding mould patches 
on the lunch bread and the exit up Rainbow Ravine, which 
was almost a canyon, itself.  There were a few hairy climb-
ing moments and it was going to be a looooong walk back 
to camp.

Eventually, about 14 hours after leaving 
that morning, we got back to camp.  Al 
did a quick stock take of what food we had 
left ï a can of mexi-beans, two sachets of 
tomato paste, 4 teabags and half a packet 
of pasta.  He cooked up everything except 
the teabags and it was almost ready just as 
Pete and I arrived.

We ate and packed up the rest of our stuff, 
and with about an hour of daylight left 
began the 30km ride to Mt Victoria.  This 
involved riding back down Mt Tomah, 
over Mt Bell and Mt Charlie. Most of the 
ride was done in the dark and it rained 
for the last 5km.  When we arrived at Mt 
Victoria at around 9:30pm a servo was the 
only thing open that was serving food.  A 
short ride up the road (it was now raining 
properly) the bright lights of the servo 
on the hill shining like a beacon of hope 

through the darkness and pounding sheets of rain made 
everyoneôs legs move a bit faster with the prospect of golden 
goodness.  We then proceeded to consumed vast quantities 
of servo food very quickly (a healthy dose burgers, chips, 
donuts, and chocolate bars all round).  Caught the 10:55 
train to Medlow bath where we slept in the park.  Aaaah, 
bedtime, and only about 17 hours of exercise today!  I had 
an infected splinter in my baby ýnger ï ouch L 

Unfortunately, shortly after getting up the next morning we 
were forced to eat more servo food (noooooo) and then went 
to attempt Juggler canyon.  Riding with loaded panniers 
on road is hard enough, but when attempting gravelly dirt 
roads the potential for sideways action is unlimited, as Pete 
started to ýnd out.  As time was getting late and after a cou-
ple of ñnot marked on the mapò induced navigational errors 
we decided to abort mission so Al didnôt miss his plane.  
Also inþuencing our decision was the thousands of tiny 
biting þies that had descended on us.  Pete and Al decided 
the best way to tackle these was to ride along next to each 
other and take turns wacking each other repeatedly, rumor 
has it after living with each other for a year they were dying 
to do this anyway and the þies were just an excuse.  Just to 
prove that nothing in the Bluies is easy we had to ride back 
to Katoomba along the very scary and non-bike friendly 
highway.  Bakery food and coffee seemed to signal the end 
of the good weather and so we headed for the campground. 
Showers!  Pete discovered the trap of Deutsche-balm (Ylang 
Ylang þavoured) ï ask him!

Sadly it was our last day in the Bluies, but as the weather 
was miserable and we were pressed for time and exhausted 
it didnôt involve much.  We had a sleep in and a very tour-
isty walk to see the 3 sisters but it was so foggy that it was 
impossible to see anything.  Oh well, back to the cafe it was 
for more coffee and hot choccy before catching the train to 
the airport and jet it back to Melbourne. Pick up a pizza and 
straight to the pub 

Above: Pete trying hard to wear out the wetsuit ï Kat Martin.
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Kamchatka ñ Dan Colborne et al

[In 1995, the father of one of my classmates from 
theoretical mathematics gave a talk to a few OXOs of his 
days exploring the wilder reaches of the Soviet empire.  It 
seemed to plant a seedé - ed]

ñThe 3 week expedition of Sam Maffett, Steve Curtain, 
Stu Coleman, Jarrod Paine and Dan Colborne endured hor-
rendous weather, a week long blizzard that buried tents, 
temperatures well below minus 30 and the successful ascent 
of Ushkovsky and Klyuchevsky Sopka, the latter being the 
highest active volcano in Eurasia. All group members suf-
fered superýcial frostbite to some degree. 

On the walk out, we were also detained by the military at a 
top secret air force base for several hours.ò

Sam Maffet will be presenting a talk and slide show on 
this:

Fire and Ice in Siberia
Kamchatka ski mountaineering expedition
6:30pm Thursday August 26th 2004
Remote Equipment repairs Lvl 3 373 Little bourke st
$7 per person, which also gets you 15% off at Mountain 
Designs on the night

http://www.kamchatkaexpedition.com 

Australain Geographic have rights for ýrst publishing any-
thing about this trip, so watch that publication (or this) for 
more details.

OXO and Overseas News

Showing Off
JB is heading homeé the long way!  Though 
initially making progress and reaching Canada 
in April, he has regressed recently.  This postcard 
was received this week from the Lofoten Islands.  
Plans include Russia and China apparently.  Not 
sure what heôll be doing with his skis in the mean-
timeé?
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Uppsala Saga ñ Sarah Neumann
new country, new language, new university é.. new club

Before I decided on my exchange desti-
nation in Sweden I had a vital question 
ï where was there a paddling club? I soon 
realised that neither Lund nor Uppsala 
University have an outdoors club.  How-
ever, the town of Uppsala has an active 
paddling club (it also has an active climb-
ing club for those interested). My decision 
was made, Uppsala it was! 

Of course arriving in Sweden in mid 
January is not conducive to paddling, with 
temperatures as low as -15 during the day 
the last thing I was thinking of was boat-
ing so it wasnôt until early February that 
I emailed someone listed on their website 
and asked about coming to indoor train-
ing. It was an unusually warm day in early 
February and not only did I get an email 
back from David welcoming me to their 
training that evening, but I also got a club 
email about paddling in the river in town 
that afternoon. I decided to swing by and 
check it out.

So right in central Uppsala the small 
river called Fyris¬n runs between blue 
stone banks over two weirs, one of these 
weirs forms a play wave of sorts. I stood 
and watched the three paddlers there for 
a while along with half the rest of the 
town. When the three emerged from the 
water I got up the guts to go and introduce 
myself ï in Swedish of course! I left feel-
ing elated, I was so excited about indoor 
training that night as I felt that Iôd found a 
group similar to that I had left at home ï a 
tight knit community that paddles together 
and plays together ï MUMC. 

When I turned up at training however I 
was surprised to see the Olympic sized 
pool ýlled with paddlers. There must have 
been 30 or so and I was one of three girls! 
Suddenly I couldnôt even recognise those 
Iôd met earlier and I forgot names and faces 
while everyone had little trouble remem-
bering the new girl from Ozé Training 
kicked off with organised warm ups and 
instructions were shouted out in Swedish. 
I found a couple of German exchange stu-
dents and stuck close to them, and when 
I left at the end of the evening I felt that I 
was just another face in the crowd and that 
no-one there cared if I was there or not. 
I went home and cried.  I missed MUMC 
and the friendly pool session which are 
more social. In short I was homesick and 
lonely.

So it was that I didnôt return to the pool for 
almost a month, I ýnally got up the guts 
again early in March and somehow every-
thing had changed. First of all there were 
perhaps half the number of people there 
and second of all there were ýve other girls! 
I quickly introduced myself and found two 
of the girls were total beginners so I kept 
myself occupied with teaching them the 
basicsé. In Swedish! Then at the end of 
the evening I found that another girl, Ida, 
who had been paddling for a year, lived 
next door to me so we rode home together. 
We organised to go together to the meeting 
the following Friday where all the trips for 
the year were being organised.

Iôd have to say meeting Ida was the turning 
point, I felt I had someone to ask when I 
didnôt understand and someone to show 
me how things are done in this club. I 
was the only none-Swede (except for a 
Norwegian) at the meeting and it felt good 
to know that Ida would speak up for me or 
explain things I missed and so it was that I 
left there feeling as happy as the very ýrst 
day ï knowing that I really had found a 
tight knit paddling community even if I 
needed to work a bit to get involved.

The next thing that happened was the 
snow melted, for the last week itôs been 
extremely warm (almost 7ÜC) and sud-
denly the water levels in the river in town 
have increased exponentially due to snow 
and ice melt. An email went out about 
paddling and I contacted Ida ï if she was 
going I would too. And so it was that my 
ýrst paddling trip with UPK was to the 

play wave in town. We had to have one 
of us stationed as ñisvaktò (ice watch) to 
warn those on the wave of large slabs of 
ice that periodically þoated down the wave 
ï a hazard that the others rightly guessed 
I have not had to deal with before. I wish 
I got a photo of us afterwards, changing 
on the street in central Uppsala but I donôt 
feel I know the others well enough yet to 
photograph them half naked! 

That evening David sent out and email to 
the club with a quick report on the trip. It 
was such a buzz to see my name in it, he 
put a bit in about each of us and he wrote 
that ñSarah did her ýrst rolls in Swedish 
waterò. I really felt then like I was wel-
come and part of the group.

Now the ballôs rolling there is no stopping 
me, I returned to the play wave in town the 
next day ï without Ida!!!! Yes it was just 
me and the boys ï David and Lars ï who 
are bloody good paddlers. I also decided 
to try out the new BlissStick Rad ï did I 
mention the David is Swedenôs BlissStick 
dealer? So stay tuned for further adven-
tures of Sarah in Sweden with the Uppsala 
Paddlarklubb. 

One last thing though, I guess now I know 
who it feels to come to MUMC as a newbie 
ï especially with when there may be lan-
guage difýculties. I know how easy it is to 
feel like just another face in the crowd and 
easy it is to fade into the background and 
not come back. Little things make all the 
difference, just giving a new person your 
email address so that they can ask you 
extra questions or meeting them some-
where they know to show them where the 
boatsheds/pool/clubrooms are. We are a 

Above Left: Strªngªs Lake, too cold for paddling; Top Sarah; ï both Sarah Neumann.
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tight knit community and sometimes that 
makes it a little hard for new people, a little 
personal contact makes all the difference 
ï it makes people come back. 

Life in a new club ð the 
first day trip
I didnôt paddle on the local play wave 
on Monday or Tuesday last week due to 
homework commitments, however when 
David sent round an email about paddling 
Thursday I jumped at the chance, keep-
ing and eye on two things, the water level 
which was now steadily dropping like the 
temperature on my little thermometer 
stuck to the outside of my window.

That Thursday morning, I didnôt even 
need to look at the thermometer; the snow 
was þoating down out side my window in 
big þuffy þakes, and swirling in the cold 
wind. I logged on to my trusty computer 
to check the water level, wondering how 
I could pull out of paddling at such late 
notice. Luckily David had got in ýrst; 
there was an email in my inbox saying he 
had a coldé. But that weôd be paddling on 
Sunday anyway! Sunday, the clubôs ýrst 
real trip (aptly named ñice-breakerò) to a 
place called Tyttbo. 

Sunday morning dawned bright and sunny 
and my thermometer read a happy two 
degrees, while I was eating breakfast 
and chatting to Timmy and Anna online 
(Timôs contributions included things like 
ñvaginaò, ñboobiesò and I swear I could 
hear his evil chuckle) my thermometer 

climbed to an overly optimistic twenty  
degrees ï perhaps I should have stuck it on 
the shady side of the building. 

Ida and I cycled to the pool together for 
the meeting time of 11am, rather a late 
one I thought even if our destination was 
close. I had no idea where Tyttbo was, 
and neither did the lifeguard at the pool, 
she wouldnôt believe us that we needed to 
collect the boats to go kayaking ï I guess 
some Swedes believe that 6 degrees is not 
paddling weather. 

Anyway after the usual phafýng about 
that one tends to ýnd on club trips the 
three cars got away at about 12.30. The 
drive was uneventful, despite our driver 

pretending to be a motorbike (sound 
effects while driving) which I tried not to 
laugh too much about because I was dying 
to go to the toilet (how unusual I hear you 
all say!). Anyway as I donôt know how to 
say ñwee stopò in Swedish I held on and 
we arrived just before two. Davidôs car was 
there, and Jacob was on the phone to Ingo 
ýnding out where his car was. 

He got off the phone and delivered the 
news, ñthey might be a while theyôve lost 
some kayaks and have gone back to look 
for themò. We discussed how the hell you 
could not notice them falling off the roof 
then we got on the river. Tyttbo is a Park 
and Play spot with grade II rapids, includ-
ing two nice surf waves. The edges of the 
river were lined with snow and ice but 
the area was very pretty being part of a 
national park. The river is a bit larger than 

the Mitta and the water temperature was 
about 2 degrees.

We played on the upper wave for a while 
but I was having a bit of trouble with the 
Dom44 because the nose kept burying 
itself (not my fault of course) and David 
suggested I paddle the Slickstick demo 
boat he had brought. Yes please!!! Been 
wanting to try one ever since I paddled a 
Flipstick on the Nile. So I paddled back 
across the river and just as I was swap-
ping decks and boats the others ýnally 
pulled up. It was about 2.30pm by this 
stage and when I asked what had hap-
pened they asked me to guess how many 
times the boats had fallen off the roof. 
ñThreeò I guessed, ñwell, two and a halfò 

was the answer.  The ýrst time they hadnôt 
noticed them go and had had to backtrack 
about 25km searching for them and found 
them 10km apart on opposite sides of the 
road!!!!

 The upper wave became crowed when 
the others came and soon I decided to join 
the boys (David and Jacob) on the lower 
wave. I had overheard Roger saying how 
big and scary the lower wave was and how 
he wasnôt going down there, so in my usual 
brave and fearless way I paddled straight 
down to ité. No not quite. I eddied out and 
got out and watched one of the boys paddle 
it. I guess I am a lot more conýdent after 
the Nile, and hey this one was smaller than 
Malalu so I decided to give it ago. Two 
rolls and several tries later (we had to 
portage back up) I gave up. It was by this 
time, 5.40pm and our plan of being back in 

Above: David testing the ariel features of the RAD ï Sarah Neumann.
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time for the evenings training at 6pm was 
looking a bit shaky. 

We did, however make it home in time for 
Perôs girlfriend to be dropped off home 
to be there for the appointment with the 
vacuum cleaner salesman at 8pm. I should 
have mentioned, Perôs girlfriend came 
along to ýlm us and to drive us, she doesnôt 
paddle. There were however, three other 
female paddlers on the trip. Anyway we 
had to skip pizza on the way home because 
of the late hour, I did however get to see 
lots of deer grazing in the evening light in 
a similar way to kangaroos at home and 
like a true tourist I got excited.

So now itôs off to England in two days and 
no more paddling for a bit. I have however, 
a plan to visit a gear shop and buy cag 
pants and a life jacketé. And weôll see 
how restrained I manage to be with eve-
rything else in the shop :-) ohh I meant the 
gear not the salesmen before anyone says 
anything rude!!

First weekend tripé 
Well the weekend started on Thursday 
afternoon which is always a good sign. 
The plan was to drive up to Bjºrbo in time 
for a session on the wave ñKªrringv¬genò 
which was supposed to be pumping due 
the high water levels.  The participants 
were David, Jakob, little Erik, Julia and 
myself and of course the Volvo (canôt have 
paddling in Sweden without a Volvo!).

The drive up was uneventful, and the 
supermarket stop was a record breaker. 
David wrote a shopping list in the car 
which was then divided so each person got 
four items to collect and then it was a race 
to the check out. We were in and out in 
under 15 minutes, something that Iôve deý-
nitely never done a on a trip before except 
perhaps at 11.45pm on the day before Good 
Friday on the way to Araps.

Soon enough (because no-one drives as far 
as MUMC do to paddle) we got to Bjºrbo 
which is a sleepy little town in Dalarna 
with the typical red wooden houses and 
Swedish þags sitting on the banks of the 
west Dala river. Our own home for the 

weekend was a converted barn which was 
cute and cosy if perhaps not altogether 
practical. Anyway, it was on to the wave 
which was about ýve minutes out of town.

I didnôt paddle the Thursday evening ses-
sion having only slept three hours the night 
before due to a shift at work. Julia doesnôt 
paddle that much so she didnôt paddle 
either, however we did get to drive back to 
our little cottage to get a life vest that had 
been forgotten. As Julia doesnôt drive I got 
to try driving on the other side of the road 
for the ýrst time, which went well apart 
from trying to change gears with the door 
handle.

Above: Kvarnfallet; Top: Day trip to Daladlven; ï both Sarah Neumann.
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The wave itself was big and looked fun, 
it was not very well serviced by eddies so 
that the boys had to ferry glide out from 
and eddy across most of the current to get 
there and then trot back up the little kay-
aker formed path after their ride was over. 
They paddled for a couple hours, aided by 
the fact that it is now light until half past 
nine at least, then it was home to dinner 
and bed in our snug little red cottage and 
not a moment too soon considering the 
alarms were set for an eight oôclock on the 
water start. The reason for this being that 
the Swedish freestyle team were training 
with a guest English coach, Andy Jackson, 
at 10am and so from then until early after-
noon we were unlikely to get a surf in.

The boys jumped straight on the water and 
I wasnôt far behind them although there 
was that little knot of fear in my tummy. 
Soon enough I was in the eddy and it was 

my turn to try. There was no Dave, Dan 
or Timmy to make me get on the wave 
like at the Lower Mitta last yearé. It was 
up to me! I paddled out of the eddy and 
ferry glided out towards the wave, I hit 
the foam pile on surf right of the wave, 
þipped instantly and spent a few seconds 
getting pummelled by what feel like a  
gigantic washing machine crossed with a 
car wash. 

I rolled up, made an eddy and trotted back 
up the path to repeat the process of getting 
trashed many many times. I didnôt get a 
single surf that morning session, well if 
I did I wasnôt aware of it because I was 
upside down.

Then the Swedish team turned up, itôs a 
small paddling community here and I have 
been posting on the paddling website so 
word had spread and most people knew 
I was the girl from Oz. Erik, one of the 
team, has seen my photos on the site (a 
selection from Loki including Kiewas, 

Nile, Tasmania etc) and was quizzing me 
about how close the Upper East Kiewa 
was to Penrith and whether heôll be able 
to paddle it while heôs in Oz for the worlds 
in January. Anyway we watched the team 
make it look so terribly easy on the wave, 
then it was home for a very Swedish lunch 
of potatoes and pickled ýsh. 

We returned to wave after lunch to ýnd 
it deserted and it stayed that way until 
a car load of ñthe boysò turned up with 
music pumping. I happened to be half 
naked at this point (how unusual, right?) 
as well as being the only girl getting on 
the water. ñThe boysò got out of the car 
and proceeded to be all blokey, wrestling 
each other and the like. I felt intimidated, 
not only was I the only girl, I couldnôt even 
do anything on the wave except clear my 
sinuses. I stopped getting changed and sat 
down and watched instead. 

I watched for a while and then started 
thinking that this was exactly why the 
boys were good, because they never got 
intimidated and sat and watched. I got up, 
ýnished changing and got on the water. I 
paddled out of the eddy, expected a good 
pounding and to my surprise found myself 
sitting surýng with the large foam pile 
roaring just behind me. The ever-so-stable 
þip stick showed me how it could back surf 
and side surf while I held on for the ride, 
then I þushed off the side of the wave with 
a huge grin on my face. 

All the boys on the water turned out to sup-
portive and friendly, despite ýrst impres-
sions and that afternoon saw several more 
surfs, most of them similarly out of control 
and wild. The boys would tell me where on 
the wave was best, Iôd nod and smile and 
then explain that it wasnôt me that decided 
where I was surýng or whether I was back 
surýng or front surýng. 

The session ended with us running the 
whole rapid so that Julia could have pad-
dle too and then it was off to dinner at an 
organic farm with a whole lot of other pad-
dlers. The national team were there and 
Malin, one of the two girls on the team, 
tried to convince me I had to compete in 
the rodeo on Sunday. I made all sorts of 
excuses even although it looked like the 
boys thought this was a good idea too.

After a lovely dinner and listening to Larsô 
story about drinking a whole bottle of 
vodka in an attempt to counteract effects 
of an old tuna salad he had eaten - he said 
he had been sick the next day but couldnôt 
be sure whether it had been the vodka or 
the salad - it was off home to bed.  I was at 
that stage of tiredness where I was really 
awake and on overdrive, and so somehow 
David and I ended up talking for a couple 
hours before going to sleep. He fell asleep 
in the middle of my story about how I 
swam on the Nile, so I was forced to try 
and sleep myself.

Saturday morning on the wave was a 
disappointment; I got one or two surfs 
but mostly was back to the sinus clearing 
thrashings of the morning before. By the 
time we went home for lunch I was tired 
and frustrated. The other car had turned 
up and so I decided to paddle the N¬s run 
with Ida, Johanna, Erika, Julia and Gustav 
instead of getting increasingly frustrated 
with the wave. 

The N¬s run was boring, it was easy grade 
two and no one had any problems with 
it, we returned to the wave at 6pm and 
the girls decided they might give surýng 
a go but they wanted to watch me ýrst. I 
jumped on hoping I wouldnôt get a right 
trashing which would scare them off, quite 
the opposite happened, I got a great surf 
and even felt like I was having a bit more 
say over where the boat was on the wave 
and which way I was facing.

Needless to say, the girls got changed and 
jumped on. After running the rapid a few 
times as a group, Ida was ready to try the 
wave. We all paddled ýrst to be down-
stream in case she swam and so it was 
that we were all sitting in an eddy waiting 
for her, and waiting, and waitingé. Then 
she came sprinting down the bank from a 
higher up eddy yelling, ñI surfed on the 
wave!!!!!!ò After that Johanna and Erika 
tried as well while Gustav and I got in 
some surfs and waiting in eddies and while 
a great mood of support and encourage-
ment everyone managed to surf the wave. 

Above: ñSarahsid Kªrringò [Surýng at Kªrringv¬gen?] ï Sarah Neumann collection.
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That night while Ida, David and I lay 
chatting in bed I agreed to compete in the 
morning if Ida did too. I decided Iôd be a 
bumbly in the comp as long as I wasnôt the 
only one! The boys wanted me to enter 
because with only two girls in the national 
team I was a reasonable chance of getting 
third place. It was Davidôs turn to tell the 
bed time story so we got to hear about how 
he swam in river in town in front of a large 
audience. 

We got to the wave at 8am hoping to get 
in a surf before the crowds arrived for the 
comp at 10am. I was back to the washing 
machine rides, I couldnôt get on the wave, 
I couldnôt stay upright and I couldnôt make 
anything work. I gave up and sat next to 
the river hoping that everyone had forgot-
ten my promise to enter. It was not to be, 
as I lay there with my eyes closed David 
came and dropped a competition number 
on my head.

There were six entrants in the female 
class, Maria and Malin from the national 
team, Ida and myself and then two other 
bumbly girls too. We were on ýrst with the 
junior boys, three runs and the best two 
counted. The loudspeakers were pumping 
and Pekka was commentating. Ida was just 
before me and in her ýrst run she þushed 
straight off the waveé it was my turn.

Suddenly the music changed, I smiled as I 
heard the ýrst line of ñSummer of 69ò and 
sang along as I paddled out of the eddy. 
Somehow I forgot the audience, forgot 

the competition and 
found myself on the 
wave more in con-
trol than ever. I back 
surfed, front surfed 
turned around a full 
360 degrees. I almost 
þushed off the side 
but paddled back on 
totally in control. I 
must have been on 
almost the whole 45 
seconds; it was my 
best ever ride on the 
wave. 

As I walked back up from my run Malin 
pulled into an eddy from her run, she 
congratulated me on my run and was full 
of smiles for me. We walked back up and 
jumped back in from our second runs. As 
I pulled out the eddy I heard Pekka say-
ing, ñnumber 106, Sarah from Uppsala 
and Australiaò. Again I caught the wave 
although this time I was a little too cocky 
and caught my edge trying to turn, þipped 
and þushed. My third run was shorter 
again but nothing could detract from the 
ýrst amazing run I had had. I got changed 
and cheered for the boys.

After the paddling was over boys assured 
me I was a deýnite place getter, and we 
settled down with pizza to wait for the 
prize giving. Soon enough Pekkaôs voice 
called us over to the tree stumps that we 
acting as podiums. The juniors were ýrst, 
with second place to our little Erik and 

then it was the ladies. The 
last three places were read, 
leaving me in no doubt I was 
a place getter, and then the 
surprise came. Third place 
was Malin Bergman! Sec-
ond place! I had beaten one 
of the girls from the national 
team. I took my place on 
the rickety tree stump and 
Malin gave me a hug, Maria 
took ýrst place (the bigger 
tree stump) and then it was 
all over. That is until I saw 
the actual score and saw that 
my ýrst ride was the highest 
scoring ride in the female 
class!

After lunch I couldnôt really 
be bothered getting back on 
the wave, I knew it wouldnôt 
be better than that dream 
ride in the comp and I was 
tired and content. Later in 
the evening we decided to 

run Fªnforsen a solid grade three rapid 
further downstream. The boys, Ida and 
I paddled down there while Johanna and 
Erika drove the shuttle. Despite feeling 
tired and unstable because I was now in 
the slick stick, the run went ýne. It was 
a great ýnish to an awesome, awesome 
weekend. 

Creeking, camping and 
suboptimal interaction 
with rocksé.
The scene is now becoming familiar, a 
red Volvo station wagon crammed with 
paddlers and gear and, of course, boats on 
the roof. Friday afternoon was the start of 
yet another adventure with UPK with the 
usual suspects being myself, David, Jakob, 
Gustav and Mªtz. The plan of action was 
a bit of creeking up in Norrland but the 
ýrst stop planned was an evening session 
and some beers at the play hole on the 
Ljusnan.

Having previously introduced the club to 
the idea of the paddle bag, I introduced 
them to the idea that if all paddles were 
in the paddle bag then it was easier to tie 
them on the roof. So it was that the red 
Volvo, with ýve boats and the purple þeece 
paddle bag with stars on it, putt-putted its 
way north. 

The evening session in the hole (I can hear 
Timmy making hole jokes from here!) was 
not all that exciting, but we were joined by 
a couple of local paddlers including Lars 
who, later that evening round the campýre, 
told yet more stories to match the salad eat-
ing incident. This time it was something 
to do with being ill ï self inþicted with 
the help of alcohol ï and trying as hard as 
possible to obtain the help of a cute nurse. 
The attempt was thwarted by helpful and 
similarly ill friends I believe.

We camped right next to the river and I 
discovered that my light summer sleeping 
bag isnôt all that warm. I also discovered 

Above: ñSarah SC1 Kªrringò [More Surýng?]; Top: ñPrisò [Prizes?]; ï both Sarah Neumann collection.
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that itôs very hard to get back to sleep when 
the sun rises at 4am, so letôs just say I was a 
bit tired the next morning when we got up 
early to make our rendezvous with some 
local paddlers further north for the creek-
ing expedition. 

First stop was the upper, upper Gim¬n 
where there were a few drops that either 
had not been paddled before or at the very 
least, had only be paddled by one or two 
mystery characters. Of course, it being a 
club trip, the car started making funny 
noises on the little forest track and all the 
boys got out and stuck their heads under-
neath. We ýxed it by running after the car 
instead of riding in it and then walked in to 
look at the drops.

There were two drops, the upper of the two 
being the harder one and both being quite 
creeky and rocky in nature. There was a 
whole lot of um-ing and ah-ring while peo-
ple decided whether to paddle them or not 
and in the end ýve of us got changed while 
the others sorted out cameras and throw 
ropes. The ýrst three people to run the ýrst 
drop ran the chicken line which involved 
paddling off a good 2m drop while David 
ran the gnar. It being ýrst thing in the 
morning, my gnar-boater qualities were 
still sleeping so I ran the chicken line too. 
However just going over the lip I was off 
line to right, so that when I landed in the 
pool at the bottom I got sucked into a hole 
on my right. Over I went and crunch! I felt 

the gritty feel of rock in my mouth and the 
sickening feeling of my front tooth mov-
ing. I had experienced what Timmy would 
describe as ñsub-optimal interaction with 
the river bedò! Funny how your mind 
works at such times, still upside down I 
remember thinking quite clearly that it 
would have been a good idea to have the 
mouth guard I used when I played in the 
girlsô footy team at school 8 years ago!

I rolled up and paddled into the nearest 
eddy where I sat with my hand over my 
face trying to work out with ýngers and 
tongue what the damage was in my mouth. 
My front right tooth had lost a large piece 
and the tooth itself had been pushed back 
right out of line. I couldnôt close my jaw 
because the tooth, in its new position, 
was having sub optimal interaction with 
those on the lower jaw! Disappointingly 
there was almost no blood.  I was hoping 
to roll up with blood streaming down my 
face, all dramatic and gnar-boater like 
but it wasnôt to be. The boys paddled over 
and we assessed the damage, I managed 
to push the tooth back into place and get 
most of the gritty feeling out of my mouth, 
however I decided to walk the next drop 
however.

The rest of that section was þat until the 
take out where the water þowed under a 
small bridge to form a shallow hole across 
the whole channel. I was scared of ñshal-
lowò by now, fearing any further sub-opti-

mal interaction I decided not to paddle it. 
However, the others all punched the hole 
without a problem so I changed my mind, 
thinking that it was time to get back on 
the horse and paddle. Perhaps judging 
my hole punching ability on the boys who 
paddled ýrst wasnôt that good an idea. I 
paddled hard, learnt forward, hit the hole 
with speed and attempted to reach over 
the foam pile to pull through when all of a 
sudden I realised I was side surýng. Bug-
ger! I surfed for a few second all the time 
conscious that the green water þowing 
into the hole was only about 20cm deep. I 
þipped and rolled up quickly, still surýng. 
The hole was not þushing at either side and 
I was stuck there in a surf. I rolled a few 
more times before one of my knees came 
out from under the thigh brace in the boat. 

Again I had the experience of thinking 
very logically while under water, I knew 
it was shallow, my knee was out, there 
was nothing afterwards I didnôt want to 
swimé. And ýnally there were three 
boys in the eddy to save me ï I pulled the 
deck. As usual I had bailed too early; I 
had þushed out of the hole while I thought 
about swimming and so I could have just 
rolled. Hmmm hindsight. 

Anyway the morning prompted David to 
comment on the exciting adventure we 
were having what with the ñdodgy car and 
Sarahé.ò Hmm Australian disaster zone 

Above: Gimen - The drop where I broke my tooth ï  Sarah Neumann.
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he hurriedly went on to say ñSarahôs toothò 
but it was too late.

The afternoon started with curry for lunch 
by a play wave on the upper Gim¬n. We 
spent several hours there before Gustav, 
Jakob, David and I continued down the run 
ï Mªtz hasnôt paddled us much as the rest 
of us and drove the shuttle. I was close to 
saying I wouldnôt paddle, as I was scared of 
rocks and holes by this stage, but I pushed 
on and am glad I did. The run reminded 
me of the Mitta, the ýrst rapid reminding 
my of a smaller version of dislocation and 
the following rapids were very Mitta-like 
boulder gardens. We scouted the ýrst rapid 
and Jakob paddled ýrst (he always gets the 
job of ñprobeò), I jumped on next and wor-
ried the boys a bit by paddling a different 
line. I hadnôt said I would so they though at 
ýrst that I was just way off line. I got a nice 
cheer from them when I entered the eddy 
down the bottom, I think they had realised 
I was feeling a bit fragile. 

A bit later I worried the boys again by 
paddling straight into a little hole in one of 
the boulder gardens, I almost got through 
it too before that all too familiar sensation 
of being sucked backwards and my tail 
went down and I went over. I rolled up 
and just side surfed out of it but I swear 
the boys had ñoh no not againò looks on 
their faces.

The scenery made up for the þat water 
that we paddled towards the end of the 
run and then it was onwards to the lower 
Gim¬n for our evening camp. Mªtz enter-
tained us over dinner by cooking up some 
moss-soup. The moss is a special sort that 
grows on the tree trunks and when cooked 
it looked like something the plumber pulls 
out of the blocked sink. Mªtz not only ate 
it, but convinced all the other boys to try 
it too. Despite being assured that it tasted 
like spinach I declined and stuck to the 
curry, the second curry for the weekend. 

I wore all my clothes to bed that night but 
I still woke up chilly at 4amé luckily I 
got to swap sleeping bags and I got back 
to sleep easily. Then it was time for lower 
Gim¬n which is similar to the lower Mitta 
in the way that you can paddle for an hour 
or two but then walk the shuttle in a few 
minutes. 

The last two rapids were the only ones of 
note, the ýrst being a river wide shallow 
hole with a seam just right of centre where 
it þushed without a problem. Mªtz played 
camera man while the rest of us ran it. The 
next rapid was impressive, two drops the 

ýrst being a good 2m and the second 
being almost impossible to scout. I was 
unsure about paddling it while I had no 
idea what the second drop was like but 
once Jakob had paddled the second drop 
and indicated it was ýne I decided to 
give it a go.

The boys had paddled a river line on the 
drop, hitting a hole at the bottom where 
they mostly got þipped and stopped for a 
few seconds before þushing slightly left 
of where they had entered. I eyed off the 
curler more to river left and decided to 
ride the curler down because although I 
was likely to þip, it was þushing straight 
through there and I would have no 
chance of getting worked. I paddled the 
drop, þipped but as suspected didnôt not 
end up in a hole. I rolled up and made 
the eddy where David complemented my 
line (he didnôt ask if it was intended this 
time) and then it was back into the cur-
rent, over the second drop and the run 
was over. The boys walked back up and 
ran the drops again, and I was pleased to 
see David run my line ï itôs hard trust your 
own judgement sometimes when everyone 
else paddles a different line.

Back to camp it was then, and curry 
number three was served for lunch. Then it 
was pack up and go but not without a stop 
at another gnarly rapid on the way. Every-
one except ñprobeò Jakob decided against 
running it so we stood with cameras and 
throw bags while he bombed down with-
out a problem.

Of course the drive back would not have 
been complete without more car troubles 
but we ýxed the funny noise again by get-
ting out and waiting while David drove 
around a bit. We stopped off in Ljusdal 

and left our boats in their kayak clubôs 
boat-sheds (Lars being the president there) 
as thatôs our destination again this week-
end. The boys gleefully exchanged stories 
and too my embarrassment.  Mªtz pulled 
out the video footage of the tooth and the 
swim! Thanks guys!

Anyway, in conclusion I should add that 
I paid the dentist a visit this morning and 
I now have a normal looking tooth again 
(sub optimal bank balance however). 
Good thing too as in two hours time, the 
red Volvo is off on another adventure 
ï four days of paddling festival in Ljusdal 
including the next freestyle competition 
ï and of course this little disaster zone is 
going too!

Above: ñGysinge Ida Erika Andreasò; Top: ñDodsrannenò; ï both Sarah Neumann.
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Kayaking in North Queensland ñ 
Jim Anderson

The appeal of heading back to tropical Queensland for a 
kayaking trip was too good to miss.  Last Septemberôs gen-
tle trip sea kayaking around the Whitsunday Islands would 
be followed up by a nonstop whirlwind whitewater paddle of 
the Atherton Tablelands.  This time round we had Dave and 
myself from MUMC, Greg and Andy from Monash, Sean 
from Sydney Uni and Matt from Monash who joined us for 
the second half.  

The trip was always going to be hectic even before we set 
off: trying to ýnd river descriptions, ýnding maps, hiring 
vehicles with roof racks for six boats, co-ordinating pad-
dlers arriving from Darwin, Sydney and Melbourne all on 
different þights and all with boats.  Fortunately Cairns is 
tropical so all the bulky cold 
weather gear stayed behind, 
thus packs were light and none 
of us were stung for excess bag-
gage for the kayaks.  

The weather Gods were on side 
this year with Cyclones dump-
ing buckets of rain just before 
our Easter trip. Actually a little 
less water would have suited 
me but more on that later. 

Touching down at midday there 
was time to grab lunch and do a 

quick paddle down the Barron River Gorge.  A nice warm-
up river with continuous grade 3-3+ rapids but a little low 
in volume as the hydro-electricity plant was shut off for the 
afternoon.  Despite the lack of water it was a huge contrast 
to be paddling in Queensland the day after being stuck at 
work on Good Friday.

Water!
From there we were off to the North Johnstone, the big one!  
Big volume grade 5, two-day paddle in a remote section of 
North Queensland rainforest.  Ideally another warm-up or 
two on grade 4 would be next but due to logistical reasons 

we had no choice.  Not having 
paddled above grade 4 before 
this was always going to be a 
challenge so the continuing 
rain and weight of overnight 
gear only added to the stom-
ach churns. The walk-in alone 
took three hours to negotiate 
5km of narrow track through 
the thickest most leech 
infested jungle descending 
400m in the process.  

Once on the water we were 
straight into continuous 

Above: Dave on Tully River; 
Top: Andy Close, looking good on the ski ramp on North Johnstone River; ï both .Jim Anderson
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grade 3 boulder-gardens offering plenty of simple problems 
to negotiate.  However the quantity of water was new to me, 
which I found unsettling knowing that much bigger rapids 
lay ahead.  I tried to negate this concern with the idea of 
portaging the hard rapids as we came upon them.  As the 
rapids became bigger the ýrst hurdle was a leech in the eye 
mid rapid.  Being at the back of the group I had to catch up, 
thus a few quick problems and a roll before obtaining Gregôs 
help to pull it out.   

Soon we were into some big rapids and I found myself doing 
unplanned maneuvers. While the rest of the party coped well 
with the water I did not.  I was being swept off line then back 
þipped in re-circulating waves, with a roll that no longer 
wanted to work resulting in many swims.  With conýdence 
falling the easy rapids became hard and I soon found 
myself in the position of wanting to be anywhere 
but here with no option other than to continue.  We 
pushed on trying to reach the ýrst camp-site, instead 
we pulled out due to fading light to set up camp 
between the prickly shrubs and thorny vines.

After a sleepless night the theme of the previous day 
continued.  I was glad to be with such experienced 
company to help me through.  After another 10km of 
big rapids the river started to ease off.  There were 
still some long bouncy rapids but my roll started 
working thus conýdence slowly returned making a 
pleasant and enjoyable paddle to the ýnish.  How-
ever, such a river of great renown would not be com-
plete without a stiff walk out and to that end we were 
not let down.

More Water!!
Next up was the Tully River, a medium volume 
grade 4 Mecca for hoards of rafters seeking adven-
ture on their Queensland holiday.  The rafting com-
panies are attracted by the ease of access to the river 
and reliable water due to the hydro-electric power 
station which guarantees water throughout the year.  
But the rafts present another hazard as they are big, 
unmaneuverable and assume right of way.  Despite 
the crowds the Tully is a great river with continuous 
rapids set in the rainforest with numerous waterfalls enter-
ing from the left wall of the valley.  Despite the suburban 
feel we gave the Tully another run the following day to 
obtain some better video footage.

With the major rivers done it was time to have a look at some 
of the more speculative runs in the area.  The Russel River 
has great potential for whitewater draining the southern side 
of Queenslands highest mountain Mt Bartle Frere.  However, 
due to the steep terrain there is no vehicle access beyond a 
swimming hole at the edge of the coastal plain.  Thus boats 
have to be hauled up a foot track giving access to a short but 
pleasant run down a narrow and secluded river.  By now the 

sun was out and the leeches were almost non-existent giving 
that lazy holiday feeling one expects from the tropics.

That afternoon having decided that there was not enough 
water in the Josephine Creek we headed for the Behana 
Creek.  The Behana is the source of drinking water for 
Cairns thus the access track is closed to public vehicles.  
Despite the small catchment area the Behana collects a sur-
prising amount of water for a creek.  The track to the put-in 
was again a walk in of several kilometres, which became 
hard work as the track became steeper and steeper the fur-
ther we went.  When we ýnally reached the put-in we were 
faced with a steep technical low volume stretch of grade 
4+/5 water with numerous hazards.  The closest I was going 
to get to paddling was holding the video camera.  With 

every drop requiring scouting from the bank keeping up on 
foot was not too difýcult.  Needles to say we have plenty of 
footage of this run unlike the North Johnstone.  The fading 
light forced the party off the water two-km from the end but 
that was OK as the interesting section had been done.  Now 
in complete darkness we not only had to walk out but also 
walk back to the top to recover my boat left hidden in the 
bushes.  

The ýnal paddle was back on The Barron River, this time in 
the morning when the hydro-electricity plant was running 
for a soothing warm down before the party disbanded.  Ahh 
yes nice warm tropical water, what a change from this snow 
melt stuff we have in Victoria.

Above: Greg on Behana Creek ï Jim Anderson.
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The Land of a Thousand Sunsets ñ 
Peter Hield

I woke early, and lay looking up at the desert stars. Slowly, 
the sky lightened in the east, as the horizon ýrst turned blue 
and then became tinged with yellow and pink as the under-
sides of the scattered clouds were lit up in a spectacular 
display of colour. A dingo howled, followed by several more 
in loud chorus. Finally, the sun rose, bringing warmth to the 
freezing air.

We were camped at Ellory Creek, day eight and the halfway 
point of the Larapinta track, which winds its way for 230km 
through the West MacDonnell Ranges from Alice Springs to 
Mt Sonder (or, in the direction we walked, from Mt Sonder 
to Alice Springs). Our trip had begun over two weeks earlier 
with the long drive from Melbourne to Alice Springs, via 
the Australian Championships rogaine, held this year in the 
northern Flinders Ranges in South Australia. The course 
was mainly þat and open, but with the ominously named 
Black Range in the north, where most of the points seemed 
to be located. Navigationally, the course was difýcult, with 
a maze of dry creeks on the ground which bore little resem-

blance to the maze of dry creeks shown on the map. The 
ground was rocky, and the distances between checkpoints 
long. We were tempted, wisely or not, into the range, and 
when night fell the torchlights could be seen for many kilo-
metres around inching slowly through the darkness.

Following the rogaine, and a much needed afternoon nap, 
we continued driving and contemplating Felixôs middle 
name, which he was surprisingly coy about. We had many 
helpful suggestions (Archbald? Bartholemew? Algenon?), 
but he wasnôt letting on. We met the remainder of the group 
in Alice Springs to catch a lift to Redbank Gorge, and began 
the walk began with a daytrip up Mt Sonder, which at 1380m 
is the fourth highest in the Northern Territory. It rises above 
the surrounding plains and ridges to give spectacular views 
of the surrounding area, including Mt Zeil and Gosse Bluff, 
the crater formed by an ancient meteorite strike.

The next day saw the start of the trekking. The track leads 
through desert for its entire length, over ridges and through 

deep gorges following dry rivers, very different from 
Victorian terrain. When contemplating a walk such as 
this, one of the most important questions is the amount 
of water to carry. Factors that might be taken into 
account include such things as the distance to be cov-
ered, the temperature and the amount of climbing to be 
done. The ýrst day was an easy walk, with only 12km 
over þat ground to the next camp (and water tank), so 
the average person might consider two litres sufýcient. 
Felix, however, considered only the total volume of 
all the water containers he had, and (just to be on the 
safe side) took ýfteen. Add to this seven days of food 
along with normal camping gear and a tent (carried for 
sixteen days, used once), and you will understand why 
his pack was so heavy. Elisa was grateful of this excess 
though, as she learnt the hard way that water bladders 
and spinifex grass do not mix.

The track continued across the plains, weaving through 
gorges, over hills and across the mighty Finke River 
(actually þowing, which required us to wade, and, 
even more unusual, Felix to wear shorts), as it made 
its way to Glen Helen Gorge, site of a ñresortò (read 
ñtin shedò) and the worst water I have ever drunk. 
But it did have ice cream and beer, which kept some 
people happy. Next was Ormiston Pound, a huge circle 
of mountains surrounding a þat area in the middle. A 
river þowed (metaphorically) through the pound, exit-
ing through Ormiston Gorge, a deep, narrow rift with 
vertical sides of red rock. We walked through the gorge 
just before sunset, and watched two Rock Wallabies 
box for supremacy while balanced precariously half-
way up the cliffs.

Above: Ellory Creek ï Peter Hield.
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Following Ormiston was the only section that necessitated 
carrying two days of water (and hence more, and longer, 
scroggin breaks). The ridge section involved a hard steep 
climb, but the views were worth it. Waterfall Gorge didnôt 
live up to its name, having only a couple of stagnant, mos-
quito ýlled pools and a very cramped campsite wedged 
between the rocks. The route led from here over a couple 
of low saddles and through Inarlanga Pass, a steep sided 
gorge lined with ancient cycads, a relic of an earlier age that 
somehow got left behind, and then to the camp at Serpentine 
Chalet Dam, site of the most surreal experience of the trip. 
Six kilometres from the nearest road, and probably over 
ýfty from the nearest human habitation, a man in running 
gear jogged through the camp like it was nothing more than 
a morning run in the local park.

By this time, six days into the walk, and twelve since leav-
ing Melbourne, the lunch ration was beginning to suffer a 
bit. Chocolate melts, salami grows green patches or gets 
dropped from cliffs, and bread has trouble staying in one 
piece, explaining why Amanda felt in necessary to eat 
bread and cheese with a spoon and Karina went salami-
less until the food drop, fortunately only two days away at 
Ellory Creek. The problem of what to put in the food drop 
had received quite a bit of thought. It had to survive eight 
days in a steel box, subject to sun during the day and below 
zero temperatures at night, and still be edible after a further 
eight days of walking. My choice was salsa and Nutella, and 
peanut butter also proved popular. Felix opted for 500 grams 
of vegemite. Ned issued the obvious challenge on day ten, 
when the vegemite was still unopened, and Karina (a medi-
cal student) watched with great interest to discover the side 
effects of consuming this much vegemite in such a short 
space of time (possible short term memory loss, dehydra-
tion, lethargy and very very yellow pee). Amazingly, Felix 
completed the task in a mere four days, leaving him to 
spread his much smaller peanut butter ration very thin.

As well as being the site 
of the much anticipated 
food drop, the waterhole at 
Ellory Creek provided the 
chance for a bit of a wash. 
Felix seemed worried at 
the thought of being seen 
in bathers by the passing 
tourists, but SS was uncon-
cerned by this: ñWhy would 
anyone look at Felix while 
Iôm here??ò To say the water 
was cold would be a huge 
understatement, but for SS 
the thought of being clean 
was just too much, and 
while the rest of us paddled 
carefully at in the shallows 
or slowly edged deeper for 
a quick swim, the Singapo-

rean of the group, who normally requires extra jackets for 
temperatures below 20¯ and runs at the mere thought of cold 
water, walked straight in and plunged below the surface.

After Ellory Creek came a couple of days of walking across 
plains before we reached Hugh Gorge, and crossed paths 
again with a couple of other walkers we had met earlier. 
From this point they walked the same sections as us for sev-
eral days, and we say them often. They were nicknamed óthe 
tortoiseô and óthe hareô, as one walked rapidly, a look of stoic 
determination in his eyes as he led the way, never stopping 
unless absolutely necessary. The other would follow several 
metres behind, sweating profusely as he struggled to keep 
up, and always seemed glad to stop for a chat, if only for 
the few minutes rest it provided. Unlike the fable, we think 
the hare won this race, and both of them beat us to Alice 
Springs, if only by a few hours.

The track passed through Hugh Gorge, necessitating some 
scrambling round waterholes and over boulders, making the 
progress slow. These few days were the most interesting of 
the walk, as the track was constantly either at the bottom of 
a deep narrow gorge, following a high narrow ridge, or in 
transition between the two. The track noteôs estimate of 14 
hours of walking in one day had scared us into getting up 
early for the trip from Hugh Gorge to Birthday Waterhole 
(dry), but fortunately it wasnôt as epic as this, with the 5.5 
hours estimated for the scramble along Spencer Gorge tak-
ing only 40 minutes, and we made it to camp in plenty of 
time. There had been reports of an aggressive bull in this 
area, but we didnôt see it that night, and most of us didnôt 
see it at all, despite apparently passing within 15 metres of it 
the next day. It was left to Amanda and Elisa to enlighten us 
later. After this incident, we climbed to the summit of Brin-
kley Bluff, the second highest point of the walk after Mt 
Sonder. The views were once again amazing, and Gosseôs 
Bluff was still visible on the horizon, even after 150km of 
walking. We camped at Standley Chasm, and spent some 

Above: View from an Unnamed Mountain ï Peter Hield..
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time exploring the maze of 
deep chasms and rock ýlled 
gorges in the area before 
continuing the walk to Jay 
Creek.

Up until this point, the 
weather had been much 
better than expected, with 
the temperatures being cool 
during the day and the light 
cloud cover preventing the 
temperature dropping too 
far at night. However this 
pattern ended at Jay Creek, 
and the strong wind only 
made it colder. Elisa felt it 
necessary to wear her gloves on her feet in an effort to stay 
warm that night, and Ned was in such a hurry to get into his 
sleeping bag that he forgot to remove his headtorch, only 
noticing when he tried to roll over half way through the 
night. From Jay Creek there were only three days left over 
relatively þat ground to Alice Springs and the end of the 
walk, which was greeted with the usual mix of elation at the 
successful conclusion and disappointment about the return 
to the real world.

The only thing left was the journey back. Karina and Ned 
þew, while the rest of us opted for the train. It was necessary 
to change trains in Adelaide, and there was only one hour 
to make the connection. Our hopes of making the connec-
tion decreased slightly when the train left Alice Springs 40 
minutes late, and decreased further when a long freight train 
ahead of us broke down, causing delays as various parts of 
this train were shunted into several different sidings spread 
over about 100km of track. Somehow, after this we were still 

only 40minutes late, and the train manager was optimistic 
that the time could be made up. It was all looking good until 
about 500km south of Alice Springs, when our engine broke 
down and could not be restarted. We remained motionless 
all night, and ýnally began moving again at about 8am after 
a second engine had been brought from Adelaide, 12 hours 
journey away. We ýnally arrived at 11pm, 13 hours after our 
connecting train left. However, everything ended well, with 
hotel accommodation and a þight back to Melbourne cour-
tesy of Great Southern Railways.

So, another successful bushwalk, and one that will be 
remembered for a long time by all who took part.

Trip participants: Peter Hield, Amanda Bush, Felix Dance, 
Ned Rogers, SS Foo, Elisa Toulson and Karina Severin.

If you think Greensô Party leader Bob 
Brownôs new book is probably a dry 
political manifesto, then think again. 
Although the book has the Austral-
ian Greens Party constitution in its 
appendix, most of the book is about 
conservation rather than politics. 
Memo for a Saner World is a personal 
look at Brownôs history as a conser-
vationist and environmental activist. 
The book is divided into chapters, 
each one dealing with a conservation 
issue. My favourite chapters dealt with 
the logging of the Styx Valley and 
the ýght to save the Franklin River, 

which I think would interest a lot of 
MUMCers (especially the paddlers 
and bushwalkers among usðthatôs 
most of the club).  There are a lot of 
disturbing environmental facts in the 
book, as well as some awe-inspiring 
photos of gigantic trees and beautiful 
scenery, but the most interesting sec-
tions were where Bob Brown talks 
about his own personal involvement in 
conservation issues.  If the book had a 
fault, it was that it didnôt go into more 
detail about Bob Brownôs adventure 
paddling down the Franklin River to 
protest against the Franklin Dam. But 

from the stories he tells, itôs clear that 
he has led a very active and interesting 
life. I really recommend this book. Bob 
Brown mixes personal anecdotes with 
environmental issues so that the book 
remains interesting from start to ýn-
ish. I admit, I didnôt end up reading the 
appendix, but you can ýnd plenty of 
politic information there if thatôs what 
youôre interested inðhopefully it will 
make you feel like getting involved! 

You can borrow this book from the 
Rowden White Library.

Book Review ñ Cassandra Devine
MEMO FOR A SANER WORLD, BY BOB BROWN

Above: Walkers on Brinkley Bluff ï Peter Hield.
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The top of the world ð Trekking to Mt 
Everest Base Camp ñ Victor Li

There are few places in the world 
which can offer as stunning mountain 
scenery, breathtaking views, a rich 
culture and warm friendly people as 
the Himilaya.

For the keen hiker, the Nepali Hima-
laya is an unforgettable experience. 
The journey to Mt Everest Base Camp 
is one of the most famous treks in the 
world, and for good reason: the path 
follows the Khumbu Valley in the 
Everest region up to Kala Pattar, where 
one ýnds spectacular views of Mt 
Everest and a breathtaking 360-degree 
panorama of the Everest Himalayan 
Range, home to some of the worldôs 
highest peaks. 

My adventure started in the Nepalese 
capital, Kathmandu, a city full of his-
tory and ýlled with unique sights and 
smells. I stayed in the Kathmandu 
Guest House, a well known hostel in 
the heart of Thamel, a nerve centre 
of activity with a constant stream of 
expeditions coming and going. After 
organising my trip from there, I þew to 
the mountain town of Lukla, gateway 
to the Everest region. 

There are many reasons why scores 
of adventurers make the Base Camp 

pilgrimage every year. Some come 
for the challenge, as one needs to be 
physically ýt to fully enjoy it. Others 
come to immerse themselves in the 
culture ï I was taken aback by the 
warm friendly nature of the Sherpa 
people who inhabit the region. But 
many come to experience the journey: 
to ramble through charming villages 
amid towering peaks and incredible 
mountain scenery.

Most travellers hire porters to carry 
their heavy gear and trail guides to 
lead the way. They walk from vil-
lage to village and stay in simple but 
comfortable teahouse lodges. The trek 
starts out in lowland pine forest, before 
making its way up to Namche Bazaar, 
the Khumbuôs largest town. Continu-
ing north, the well worn trail passes 
Khumjung, home of the ýrst school 
built by Sir Edmund Hillary. Then it 
is on to Tengboche, better known for 
its Buddhist monastery perched atop 
a rocky ridge. What follows is a steep 
ascent up to Dingboche and Pheriche 
(but to get off the beaten track, devote 
a side trip to the Chukkung valley 
from here). Finally, the trek climbs to 
the high altitude settlements of Lobuje 
and Gorak Shep before ending at Kala 
Pattar and Mt Everest Base Camp. 

Itôs hard to beat the feeling of seeing 
Mt Everest close up ï it is well worth 
all the perseverance and effort, as its 
size is truly awe-inspiring to behold. 
If one has mountaineering experience, 
the Icefall is worth climbing too: Iôll 
never forget the huge walls of ice, giant 
crevasses and the rumble of avalanches 
in the distance. 

For anyone who is reasonably ýt, I 
highly recommend trekking to Mt 
Everest Base Camp ï itôs an unforget-
table journey where you will immerse 
yourself in the Nepali way of life and 
fall in love with the natural beauty of 
the Himalayan mountains.

Above: Himalaya valley?;  Top Right: Victor; Top Left:  Everest itself ï Victor Li collection.
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Midday, Saturday. Iôd received a text message from Kat say-
ing sheôd just had her appendix out and that it didnôt look 
like sheôd be able to come caving in WA anymore. It was 
ýve days before we were due to þy to Perth. Iôd just started a 
new job two weeks earlier, I was frantically trying to ýnish 
a big assignment for the course that Iôm studying part-time 
and life was generally pretty frantic.  Kat had been doing 
all the liaising with the Western Australian Speleological 
Group (WASG), and though I had been reading my emails, 
it suddenly occurred to me that I hadnôt worked out what 
gear I needed to take, how I was getting to the airport and, 
worst of all, that I hadnôt reminded my new employers that 
theyôd agreed to give me two weeks leaveé

Fortunately, everything worked out okay (except that Kat 
was still in Melbourne), and on Thursday night I found 
myself standing next to the luggage belt at Perth airport, 
hoping that someone friendly would arrive to take me cav-
ing - luckily, Jay found me. The next day was spent organ-
izing food, last minute shopping and packing, and meeting 
with various invertebrate experts from the WA museum, for 
whom we would be collecting any interesting cave beasties 
that we could ýnd. We left at the crack of dawn on Saturday 
morning and drove north. The weather was warm and the 
sky clear, so we slept under the stars just north of Carnarvon 
on the Saturday night. It was a rather pleasant experience, 
except for the occasional interruptions by the dulcit tones of 
passing road trains. 

It was a motley bunch of people that arrived on Darrenôs 
doorstep in Exmouth on the Sunday afternoon. Jay, Ross, 
Greg and Ian from Perth (WASG), Tim from Adelaide (PhD 
student, member of CEGSA), Ruth from New Zealand and 
me from Melbourne. Weôd been driving for the best part of 
two days, with a break at Coral Bay for some snorkelling 
on the Reef. On arrival in Exmouth, we 
set up camp in Darrenôs cyclone-proof 
shed. As Ruth was feeling unwell on 
Sunday, we decided to spend a few days 
day-tripping from Exmouth to sur-
rounding areas before heading up to the 
Cape Range. 

On Monday we explored some caves 
close to town. We started with Cam-
eronôs Cave, well-known for its inver-
tebrate life. The heat and high humidity 
underground was quite a shock to my 
winter-conditioned system, and I found 
myself thinking longingly of the sticky, 
muddy coolness of Buchan. After Cam-
eronôs, we had a look at Dozer cave and 
sent Greg down C-73, a particularly 

squeezy cave that hadnôt been fully explored. Greg took 
some photos and explored a little before attempting retreat. 
Unfortunately for Greg, extricating himself from the 
entrance squeeze took a little longer than expected. We then 
moved on to explore some unsurveyed leads in another cave 
nearby before returning to Darrenôs shed for dinner.

On Tuesday, we went up Charles Knife canyon, on the edge 
of the Cape Range, to have a look at some unexplored caves. 
It was here that I ýrst experienced spinifex. Fortunately, my 
gaiters were just longer than the average bush height, so it 
didnôt sting too much.  The cave that Ian, Greg and I were 
exploring had CO2 not far from the entrance, so we didnôt 
spend much time underground. Ross, Jay, Darren and Tim 
had little more success, also hitting CO2 in their cave. Hav-
ing learnt my lesson the day before, Iôd discarded my over-
alls and decided to cave in shorts and a t-shirt. This was a 
particularly good choice, considering the long hot walk back 
to the car.

On Wednesday, we visited C-215 which is on the west side 
of the Cape Range. This cave has extensive cave life and 
plenty of water ï a pleasant relief from the sticky heat in 
the rest of the caves. The cave was particularly atmospheric 
- with curtains of tree roots hanging from the ceiling and 
black water - someone remarked that it was reminiscent of 
Yodaôs swamp from Star Wars!

The following day, we packed up and headed up to the Cape 
Range. We had planned to spend the next week exploring, 
surveying and ýnding many caves in the area. In addition to 
many other trips down smaller holes (mostly with vertical 
entrance pitches, some with excellent decoration) Darren, 
Greg, Tim, Sam (another PhD student who had also joined 
us from Perth) and I spent a day down Wandererôs Delight 

Cape Range Capers ð Caving in 
the North-West ñ Kylie McInnes

Above: Safety Helmets, not boots! ï Kat Martin.
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cave, the most extensive cave in the area. Its current sur-
veyed length is just over 6km, dwarýng the other caves in 
the area which average 50-300m in length. The entrance 
is spectacular, descending approximately 60m over three 
pitches through several large chambers. Wandererôs involves 
extensive grovelling, crawling over sharp rocks and wallow-
ing crocodile-like through low water-ýlled passages. Many 
of these passages are well-decorated. We made it just over 
1km down the main passage, exploring unsurveyed leads 
along the way, before agreeing, thoroughly bruised, to 
retreat to the surface. 

In addition to exploring and mapping caves, we spent many 
hours wandering ridges and gullies in search of new caves. 
Several entrances and many features were found, tagged 
and recorded by Darren, who maintains the cave informa-
tion and karst index for the area. Greg Grainger (apparently 
from Channel 7 in Sydney) also showed up for a few hours 
one day to ýlm some invertebrate cave creatures. Weôd 
agreed that Darren would pick up Mr Grainger from the 
airport and meet us at Papillon Cave. (Un)fortunately, we 
all got up late and by the time we arrived at Papillon cave, 
Mr Grainger and his crew had already ýnished ýlming. Ah 
well, who needs 30 seconds of fame anywayé. 

After six days of glorious sunshine and bright moonlight, 
the weather closed in and it began to rain. The dry, red dirt 
quickly turned to very sticky, red mud and we agreed that 
six days was close enough to a week and headed back down 
to Exmouth. Back in town, we washed all our muddy-red 
gear and again set up camp in Darrenôs shed. The next day, 
Darren sent Greg, Tim, Ian and I to explore some more 
small holes near town. The two holes we explored werenôt 
quite as exciting as weôd hoped and Tim and I were forced 
to entertain ourselves by exploring the drains under the 
road at the new Marina Estate on the way back into town. 
In the afternoon, we drove around toYardie Creek Gorge for 
a walk and a snorkel (well worth the visit!). We also visited 
the site of the Bundera Sinkhole, an unassuming looking 
lake, which is home to the rare Remypede, and the only 
place it is found in the Southern hemisphere. The sinkhole 
itself is out of bounds in order to conserve this creature, but 
from the surface, we marveled at the Remypedeôs prehis-

toric picture on the sign and stared into the depths of the 
lake for a while, hoping to catch a glimpse of one of the very 
small creatures.

Friday, our last day of caving, was again bright and sunny. 
Weôd agreed to head up to Shothole Canyon, as Sam and 
Tim were interested in having a look at the rocks and bugs 
in Shothole Tunnel. Darren had a potential lead he wanted 
explored in a cave out on one of the ridges not far from the 
tunnel. He only had to show us the cave map to convince 
Greg and I that it sounded fun. What Darren didnôt mention 
at the time, was the walk to and from the cave. 

If I thought Iôd experienced spinifex when we were camped 
up on the range, I was wrong. As Greg and I tried to pick our 
way up a steep gully, the thigh-to-waist high spinifex made 
the tricky terrain quite painful. It was a relief to ýnally make 
it to the top of the canyon, where the spinifex was shorter 
and my stinging legs could have a rest. The views from the 
ridges were more spectacular than anything else Iôd seen yet 
ï sheer red cliffs, large overhanging rooves and the occa-
sional rock shelter high up on the walls. The cave itself was 
also amazing. Approximately ýfty vertical metres down, 
we entered a long walk-through passage, occasionally with 
narrow ýssures in the þoor. We found the lead we wanted to 
explore and to our amazement, it quickly dropped through 
the þoor into a large chamber. Greg kindly went back for 
our spare rope and we descended the pitch to explore. Off 
the chamber led another fairly large passage with extensive 
decoration, by far the best Iôd seen on the trip. It was dark 
when Greg and I returned to the car, having taken a little bit 
longer than expected to ýnd the right exit gully and fortu-
nately, Ian had left a light on top of the car for us so that we 
could ýnd our way back through the thick, prickly scrub.

Saturday morning was a blur of packing and goodbyes. Ian, 
Tim and I piled into the troopie for the long drive back to 
Perth, while Ross, Jay, Darren and Ruth prepared for an 
even longer drive north for a couple of weeks of caving in 
the Kimberleys. 

Later that day, lounging in the back of the troopie, I watched 
the white lines on the road snaking into the blackening 
distance. The moon hadnôt risen yet, so there were millions 
of stars. Even here, just four hours from Perth, it felt like I 
was light years from civilization ï it was just me and my 
traveling companions, the arid landscape and the night sky.  
After two weeks of awesome caving in sunny north-western 
Australia, the last thing I wanted was to return to a Victo-
rian winter, let alone return to work.

A week later, Iôm still trying to convince myself that quitting 
my job and running off on some kind of caving tour of the 
world is not necessarily the best career move right now, but 
the caves of the Cape Range are still fresh in my memory 
and Iôm still picking spinifex spikes out of my legs. 

Above: Formations in Kubla Kahn ï Kat Martin.
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Flying into Darwin Marina and I arrive to a warm 33 
degrees, substantially warmer than Melbourne but pleasant.  
After an afternoon in town we then took a connecting þight 
to Kununurra to catch up with an old friend driving trucks 
in the Argyle Diamond Mine.  Adrian had told me the build 
up was already here before leaving Melbourne.  I assumed 
it would be like Darwin which was consistently at 33 on the 
evening news.  It was in a way like Darwin if you take the 
maximum to be the overnight minimum.  Daily maximum 
didnôt drop below 40 for the duration of our visit.  During 
the ýrst few days of touristy stuff with our hosts I was suf-
fering from lethargy and an ability to be smashed off half a 
beer.  Despite knowing the effects of alcohol in the heat, the 
thirst for a beer was unquenchable so a daily routine became 
established.  

Soon Marina and I were off to the Bungles in Adrianôs 4wd 
ute with no chocolate, no air-conditioning and no speedom-
eteré but armed with a pile of camping crap, water, diesel, 
and an ironing board.  Adrian was somehow attached to his 
beloved ironing board and insisted it was an essential device 
that could also be used as a camp table.  I could not make 
him understand that we were quite happy without a camp 
table or that if we did that the þat tray of the ute would suf-
ýce.  Before we set out it appeared that the heat was going 

to kill any thought of being adventurous.  We learning to 
drink at every occasion, thirsty or not.  We consumed 10 
liters between us just sitting in the car all day, neither of us 
suffered from dehydration headaches as a result.  

The Bungle Bungles are a small plateau of soft sedimentary 
rock which are characterized by their weathering patterns.  
At the northern edge of the plateau the main features are 
deep gorges and chasms cut into the rock by water.  Where 
as the southern end is shaped by wind erosion forming the 
characteristic dome shaped ñHoneypotsò that the Bungles 
are famous for.  Having done the short touristy walks at 
the northern end of the range is was time to head south.  
Despite the heat we both had aspirations that we wanted to 
get into the heart of the range but that would mean an over-
night hike which we had not planned upon.  We consulted 
the Ranger who discouraged such a trip but this only made 
us more determined.  Conýdant that we had now conquered 
dehydration all we needed was enough water containers and 
a strategy to minimize exposure to the sun.  As water was 
not available (according to the Ranger) we were pleased to 
ýnd we had enough water bottles, canisters and bladders for 
20 liters.  To minimize the sun we started out hike at 4am 
as we had 8km of open river bed to follow before entering 
Piccaninny Gorge.  Despite the hour of the day we could 

The Bungle Bungles ñ Jim 
Anderson

Above: Bungle Bungles from the air, including the entrance to Picaninny Gorge ï Jim Anderson.
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feel the heat radiating back from the bed rock of the dry 
river bed as we meandered our way between the Honeypots.  
Despite a number of drink/photo breaks we entered the 
gorge just after sunrise and found our way to the base of a 
dry waterfall for breakfast.  The waterfall is a tributary and 
cascades from the top edge of the gorge carving out a deep 
waterhole at the base which never receives direct sun.  It was 
good to ýnd water in case our drinking water ran out and 
for a cool off swim (yes a cool off at sunrise).  From here 
we worked our way up the gorge trying to stay in the shade 
as much as possible until we found the split.  The left split 
looked smaller and more shaded so we explored our way 
up.  As the split narrowed with each bend it also became 
cooler in the eternal shade.  After a couple of kilometers 
this branch was about 3metres wide and 200metres deep at 
which point we came to a pool.  Unable to judge the depth 
of the murky water we trudged through anyway only to ýnd 
another pool and another.  Having forged our way past a 
snake stranded between pools the branch became even nar-
rower and more like a crevasse.  From here on the only way 
up was by bridging as the þoor was nothing but a crack to 
trap your feet in.  Due to the slow progress we headed back 
out to explore the other branch.  Arrhh, back into the oven!  
Walking up the main branch it was not long before the gorge 
split again.  Being late afternoon the right branch was better 
shaded so we explored up that way.  Progress was slow due 
to the number of large boulders clogging the way forward.  
Far from the end of this branch we retreated due to fading 
light to ýnd þatter ground for the night.  The next day we 
had a look up the remaining branch.  This was obviously the 

main branch as is remained wide an open for some distance.  
Conscious of time we were hoping to ýnd a feature signal-
ing the end of the gorge when just around a corner we came 
to another split, actually a three way split.  Not exactly what 
we were looking for but good enough.  It was time to be 
heading back to the waterfall to get some clean water as our 
supply was getting low before walking out in the twilight.  

The next day we had a look around the Honeypots during 
the daylight where we found some tourists waiting for the 
rest of their party to return from a 2 hour walk.  They had 
not gone as it was 42 degrees and they were suffering from 
lethargy and headaches.  That sounded very familiar so we 
suggested they drink plenty of water but we did not have the 
audacity to let on that we had been hiking in this weather. 
For us the walk up Piccaninny Gorge was the highlight pro-
viding a chance to get off the well worn tourist tracks and go 
exploring.  The crappy map available at the Ranger Station 
indicated only one split so it was great to ýnd several.  Had 
we known that we probably would have taken more food 
and stayed out longer.  But having said that there was plenty 
more of the Kimberly region to visit, then a sea kayaking 
trip around the Whitsunday Islands and a new job to return 
to. 

Oh and one last piece of advice: bring plenty of changes of 
clothing as they become like cardboard from dried sweat 
and pale colors donôt show the dried sweat salts.

Above: Stanley Chasm Ghost Gum ï Pete Hield; Top Left:  Marina testing the water at the ýrst split ï Jim Anderson.
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A 5 day Easter trip to the Alpine 
Walking track, involving four wheel 
drives, lots of chocolate and buggery. 
At 7.30am, give or take an hour, ýve energetic bushwalkers 
set off in their two cars to Mansýeld and the wilderness that 
lay beyond.  We knew our tent poles were already broken, 
but that  Easter magic would somehow keep the tent up 
ï gaffer tape is a great thing.  Easter magic was also going 
to keep the car running on empty for 200km when all the 
service stations closed at 8pm on the way back.    We were 
all excited and ready to have an adventure, after all thatôs 
what bushwalkingôs about!

After the obligatory latte and donut at the Mansýeld bak-
ery, we left two of our party at the Merrijig pub, to juggle 
for drinks while the remaining three of us shufþed the cars 
about for 2 hours.  We then rescued the other two from the 
Merrijig Hunt Club Pub, and set off in peak bogan season, 
to one of the most popular areas for motorcross, four wheel 
driving and chainsawing ï Sheepyard þat on the Howqua 
River.  Although we did attract some strange looks from the 
blokes and their sheilas, after walking along the track for 
500 metres, we saw no one else for the rest of the day.  

That night we camped at Ritchieôs hut on the Howqua river, 
with our tents carefully avoiding the abundant horse pooh.  
That night we polished off two bottles of red wine and some 
Swiss chocolate appeared from Severin, the Swiss exchange 
student.  Later that night Severin was almost attacked by a 
possum as he lay in his sleeping bag under the stars.  Luck-
ily Severin and his pack full of delicious Swiss chocies were 
saved by Callum.  Being from New Zealand, where pos-

sums are public enemy number one, he was able to dispell 
the threat before Severin had even woken up.  

On the next day, I slowed my pace allowing the rest of the 
group to gain a superior sense of ýtness, as we scaled a 
1000+ metre climb before lunch.  This brought us to Bluff 
Hut, a hot spot for four wheel drivers, and therefore not so 
much for walkers.  There were many cows around the hut, 
and we consider the nutritional value of beef but lucky for 
those cows Ned was already carrying dehydrated cow in his 
pack.  We then walked to the summit of The Bluff 1725 (+/- 
20m unfortunately iôm writing this article in Ballarat and 
canôt look at the maps) which surprised us all considering 
the ground weôd already covered, and that weôd have to walk  

back to our packs at Bluff Hut and 5 
km more along the range to Lovickôs 
Hut before we could stop for the day.  
From the The Bluff we were able to 
see  360Á of the surrounding alps.  

According to the ranger there would 
be water at Lovickôs hut, and there 
was, it was Melbourne tap water car-
ried carefully up the mountain by a 
troop of friendly four wheel drivers 
(not the bogan ones who we saw at 8 
mile creek).  However there wasnôt 
any even faintly drinkable water at 
the hut.  We were to discover over 
the next few days that the Ranger we 
spoke to who told us thereôd be water 
at every camp was WRONG!!

That night we rested contently in 
our tents after more Swiss chocolate, to the tune of some 
popular country and western music coming from the radios 
of our new found water sherpa friends.  We were all excited 
about the next day, which was Easter Sunday...and that 
meant more chocolate!  

The next morning we awoke to discover that Callum had 
saved Severin in his sleep again.  Callum, being from New 
Zealand where it rains a lot knew that it would be better not 
to get wet, and he woke Severin just  as the ýrst drops were 
falling.  We also awoke to a treat from the Easter bunny 
who knew to ýnd us at Lovick hut, so we all had enough 
easter eggs to get us through the day.   After walking for 
45 minutes we dropped our packs and climbed King Billy 
1 (there are two of them)  and marvelled at our clear view 
of the rest of the walk.  We then ýlled our water bottles at a 
spring and were about to continue our walk when a group 
of walkers whoôd been camping at the next campsite came 
past and passed on the news that there was no water there, 

Swiss Easter Eggs on Mt Buggery ñ 
Zoe Asher

Above: Mt Speculation, looking toward Crosscut Saw ï Ned Rogers.
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and we would be wise to carry as much as possible from the 
spring.  Which resulted in each of us having to carry a lot of 
water!  I cleverly, or stupidly, brought a 6 litre bladder and 
then had to carry it full over Mt Magdela.  We ate lunch on 
Mt Magdela in the persistently good weather then tramped 
off the other side to the saddle where we were to camp that 
night.  There was also a large group of Swinbourne walkers 
(who had warned us about the water) and we were all good 
friends by the end of the night.  

The next day was meant to be a long one, but we started out 
early and made good time, reaching the summit of Mt Howitt 
in time for 2nd breakfast, where more chocolate came out.  
We then walked the length of the crosscut saw, with a view 
of a cloud ýlled Terrible Hollow on our right, and then after 
the cloud began to rise, no view at all.  As it was  Easter 
Monday we passed many groups of walkers who had been 
camped at Mt Speculation (our next stop) and who assured 
us there was water there.  With this cheery thought, we were 
able to enjoy the day, despite the dreary names of many of 
the surrounding landmarks.   Mt Buggery was a particular 
highlight prompting Ned to take a theme photo (although he 
claims it never happened).  Even Horrible Gap wasnôt that 
bad.  The only really scary thing was knowing weôd have to 
walk back the same way the next day, which meant climb-
ing up the steep side of Mt Buggery, the real reason it got its 
name.  Mt Speculation was a spectacular climb with a little 
bit of rockscrambling to make it more exciting.  The clouds 
parted and sunlight ýlled the sky so that when we reached 
Mt Speculation at lunchtime, we were able to sit at the top 
without shivering.  The boys later decided to sleep at the top 
without their tents though iôm not sure it was as warm then.  

We werenôt allowed to stay on the summit all day though, 
because we still had to get water.  There was only a trickle 
in Camp creek, which is a short 200m climb down from Mt 
Speculation, but it was enough for us, although it could eas-
ily have dried up in the following days.  That wouldnôt have 
been a disaster though considering the abundance of four 
wheel drive vehicles!  Ned ýnally got to rehydrated his cow 
for dinner, before the boys rolled out their sleeping bags for 
a night on the summit.

We started day 5 early as usual, after watching the sunrise 
at a very early time.  On this day we had to walk back along 
two thirds of the crosscut and then take a right hand turn 
down Stanleyôs Name Spur over Mt Thorn and to the car, 
which was parked on the Mt Stirling Circuit Rd.  Climb-
ing Mt Buggery wasnôt as bad as weôd thought, and we 
found ourselves at Stanleyôs Name Spur at 10:30am, after a 
completely clear day traversing the Crosscut Saw.  SNP pro-
vided us with a bit more fun rockscrambling and then a long 
and neverending gradual ascent of the small and scrubby 
Mt Thorn.  We reached the car in the late afternoon, and 
despite smoking brakes, made it to the Merrijig pub where 
three of  the party waited while the cars were unshufþed.  
An enjoyable dinner at the pub was the perfect ending to a 
really enjoyable walk, not having enough petrol to get home 
wasnôt so perfect but itôs best to learn from oneôs mistakes 
and move on.  

The message to take away from this walk is that Four Wheel 
Drivers can be your friends, while misinformend rangers 
may not be.  Also many thanks to Marina for leading such 
a fun walk and making sure our scroggin stops werenôt too 
long.  

Above: Callum, Severin, Ned, Marina and Zoe on Mt Magdala ï Ned Rogers.
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Two Beachwalks ð A Comparative 
Study ñ Felix J. Dance.

I was originally going to write up the beachwalk along the 
Croajingalong National Park coast I did during the mid-
semester break a few months ago in the last edition of The 
Mountaineer, but was stuck in New Zealand without an 
internet caf® when it was being published.  However, the 
opportunity seems to have re-arisen since a couple of weeks 
ago I went on Peter Hieldôs beachwalk, which was similar 
in its design, but somewhat different in execution.  For my 
walk there were eight people and three cars, with a plan to 
walk from Mallacoota to Thurra River.  For Peteôs walk 
there were six people and two cars, walking from Malla-
coota to the Merica River Crossing, going in the other direc-
tion.  Both were planned to involve four days of walking.  
We had excellent weather on both, despite them being far 
from summer, in each direction respectively.

The major difference between them was that Peteôs walk 
went extremely smoothly, while my one was less unac-
quainted with complications.  In Peteôs walk we drove to 

Bairnsdale the night before to break up the journey, one of 
us high on two litres of iced coffee and a sponge cake bought 
for dinner (not naming any names), and we proceeded to 
execute the car shufþe, which was a relatively painless 
activity.  Relative to my walk, in which the plan was to put 
a car at each of the three access roads to the coast along the 
National Park, so that Mark could leave early and go to his 
conference.  This plan involved a car shufþe of gargantuan 
proportions: we drive two cars to Mallacoota, drop the ýve 
non-drivers off, then drive the cars to Thurra river (the end 
of the walk) while Markôs car is driven to Wingan Inlet at the 
middle of the walk, Mark then cools his heals.  We leave one 
car at Thurra river, with the drivers driving the second car 

up to the highway and down to Markôs car at Wingan Inlet, 
where Mark gets picked up and the remaining car is driven 
up to the highway and back to Mallacoota.  A new unit of 
measurement was invented to calculate the effort involved 
in this task ï the unit of carshufþe, measured as one carôs 
drive between the highway and the coast, taking about an 
hour on steep, windy, dirt roads.  This plan involved a whop-
ping eleven carshufþe units (count them), with every place-
ment of a car involving an hourôs drive from the highway to 
the coast, and another back again.  And thatôs just the drive 
before the trip.  Normal two-car car shufþes only have six 
carshufþe units.

Unfortunately, it was never to happen.  Markôs car broke 
down minutes before the start of the ýrst leg and it had to 
be towed to Orbost, where it was to get repaired two days 
later (but this was nothing compared to the trip I went on a 
week later, in which a brand new $53,000 Holden Adventra 
was written-off against a cliff-face, stranding us deep in 

the Alps National Park).  Since there were three cars, this 
meant that the trip wasnôt killed, but had to be cut in half, 
as Mark needed to get out in a couple of days.  This left the 
trip with two days of walking from Wingan Inlet to Thurra 
River, and a normal sized car shufþe each way.  Even so it 
took four hours and for that the drivers (who ended up doing 
more driving than walking), Ned Rogers and David Watts, 
are to be thanked enormously.  Thanks too go to the drivers 
on Peteôs trip: Amanda Bush and Tanya Howley, although 
their driving was more rewarding as it entailed the full four 
daysô walking coupled with the highly sophisticated level of 
mental enlightenment attained through the public reading of 
Mills and Boon (bought at the Cann River fair) during the 

Above: Thurra River from the Dunes ï Felix Dance.
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evenings and on car shufþes.  TMC and Rafe get together in 
the end, for those who missed it.

Peteôs walk was better value per day, too, as each one 
involved giving up on ýnding the campsite sometime after 
dark (and discovering it to be only metres away in the 
morning).  Unfortunately the water was less accessible on 
Peteôs walk, as we had to make hour-long rainforest-bash-
ing detours to get to the drinkable stuff (and then ýnding 
an anachronistic concrete wall).  Although more accessible, 
the water on my walk was slightly less appetising, especially 
after the discovery of a dead marsupial decomposing in the 
bottom of the yellow barrel Parks had provided us ï luck-
ily this was after only Miriam and I had used it to wash our 
dishes.  Peteôs walkôs water had its protein content compen-
sated by the impossible proportion of mosquito larvae des-
tined not to join the crowds constantly harassing us.  Unlike 
the spiders and scorpions, they werenôt able to be sacriýced 
by ýre to the Great Insect/Arachnid God in the sky (it has a 
double portfolio).  

Both trips involved spectacular sand dunes, the best being 
the one at Thurra river which was like Lawrence of Arabia 
meets Tarzan at an awkward moment.  The impressiveness 
of itôs stepth was surpassed only by the coldness of the river 
plunged into at the bottom of the speedy descent.  On the 
other hand, my walk lacked 
the endless fun of being able 
to pop over to NSW for a quick 
squat behind a bush, and back 
to Victoria for some more 
TVP.  I think I am not alone in 
saying that the transition from 
Victoria to NSW brought on a 
deep feeling of eerie coldness 
and a foreboding of evil.  The 
colour seemed to have drained 

from the world as the concrete post marking the border was 
passed.

One common feature of the walks, however, was the dis-
cussion of the existence of that most common word óspon-
doniclesô or óbilly-gripsô as they are called by the culturally 
ignorant.  However, Peteôs walkôs discussion was to the tune 
of a bottle of Merlot, whereas mine was only a cask.  Also 
on Peteôs we had custard and fruit cake, exquisitely crafted 
by SS.  It also straddled Easter, so Pete organised a mini 
Easter-egg hunt.  On the plus side for my walk, we did a lot 
more swimming, partly due to the plethora of bluebottles 
found on Peteôs walk sprawled all over the sand and partly 
due to ýnding ourselves unable to bash our way to the beach 
during the hottest part of the hottest day.  The only swim-
ming was on the morning of our return where we had a dip 
in the river.  The conclusion of the walk was also celebrated 
by the exploration of a bat-inhabited sea cave.  My walk was 
concluded with an impressive thunderstorm at night and the 
eager consumption of m&m chip pancakes in the morning 
while the drivers gritted their teeth reversing the car shufþe.  
All-in-all I give Pete the prize for the best beachwalk.

By the way, can someone please publish something on the 
removal of ticks?  None of us could do it without leaving the 
heads inside.

Above: Scroggin Stop at Meuller River; Top Left: Small dune at Croajingalong ï both Felix Dance.
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First time with BSAR 
ñ Mick Lo Monaco 

On 1 and 2 May, several members of MUMC undertook 
their inaugural training with Bushwalkers Search & Rescue 
(S&R), held at Wombat State Forest. 

The weekend enabled us to participate in the Victorian 
Rogaining Associationôs 12-hour Rogaine on the Saturday 
(midday to midnight).  The rogaine was quite enjoyable, 
with a terrain that generally leant itself to easy navigation, 
although the bitter cold and dark of the night made things 
much more testing.  The weather switched constantly from 
drizzle to clear skies which made the act of I-have-to-
take-goretex-off...on...off- very annoying.  The conditions 
extended to a period of hail, followed shortly by snow! 

The rogaine would have well been enough for us and it was 
difýcult for us on the Sunday to remain comfortable when 
we saw the rogainers from the previous day take off home 
in their warm frosted-up cars, as we limped our way to the 
brieýng area for the dayôs S&R training activities.  The 
training was led by the Victorian Police, and included some 
general brieýng on the principles and search skills of bush 
S&R.  The two most common types of searching are Fea-
ture Search (searching usually in teams of 4 over features 
such as a spur or gully); and Line Searching.  On this day we 

split into teams of 4 and undertook several Feature Searches 
for some dear poor sod who was supposedly ñlostò in the 
practice search area.  During the search, there were clues 
that had been hidden in the search area that could be radioed 
to the Field Organiser back at base, who was gradually map-
ping the searched areas, and eliminating areas that no longer 
needed to be searched further.  At the conclusion of the 
Search practice, the poor sod had not been found, however, 
much to our relief, there was no Rescue to be undertaken on 
this particular day, which meant there was no poor sod out 
there after all!  A fun weekend had by all! 

Members of MUMC who may be interested in joining 
Bushwalkers Search & Rescue, should contact our very own 
Enmoore Lin or Ben Cebon.  

[Enmoore is stepping down from the BSAR delegate posi-
tion at the AGM in mid-August after several years in this 
position.  Anyone who has organised an MUMC trip will 
appreciate the work involved in tracking and marshalling 
(with the help of the designated club contacts) the thirty-odd 
globe-trotting MUMC search members.  Thanks Enmoore 
- ed]. 

MUMC and BSAR ñ Enmoore Lin
MUMCôs involvement in BSAR has been 
the clubôs most signiýcant contribution to 
Vicwalk.  Bill Bewsher, one of MUMCôs 
most revered members, was instrumental 
in the formation of the Search and Rescue 
Section.  He was part of the contingent that 
discussed the sectionôs formation with the 
Police Inspector-in-Charge of Communi-
cations in 1949.  Bill became the sectionôs 
ýrst convenor and played a prominent 
role in drawing up lists, procedures and 
requirements.  He became a Field Organ-
iser when the position was created in 1952 
and stayed in that role until 1970, except 
for a 15 month period when he was Ofýcer 
in Charge of Mawson Station in Antarc-
tica. 

Female MUMC members were amongst 
the ýrst intake of women admitted into the 
Search and Rescue Section.  They initially 

performed base camp duties, but soon 
became fully þedged searchers.  The deci-
sion to admit women came after the 1969 
search for a light aircraft that had disap-
peared in the Mt Slide area.  Carol Scott 
(YHA) and Carla van Driel (MUMC) were 
present at base and proved their usefulness 
by recording messages, updating maps and 
carrying out secretarial duties.

Sadly, MUMC has also been the subject of 
searches.  On a MUMC climbing trip in 
1983, Steven Galland sustained fatal inju-
ries falling on the icy SE face of Mt Feath-
ertop.  The mountain was to tragically 
claim another member in 1985 when Tom 
Kneen was swept down Hellýre Gully in a 
cornice collapse.   

Throughout the years, MUMC has enjoyed 
wide representation on the BSAR commit-

tee.  Notably, John Retchford has been 
involved as a FO or PLO for over 40 
years.  These links between MUMC and 
the BSAR committee have been valuable 
in maintaining a high level of interest in 
search and rescue activities within the 
club.  MUMC has provided  some of the 
highest turn outs on searches in the past 
and hopes to continue this tradition into 
the future.

References:
David Hogg, A History of the Melbourne 
University Mountaineering Club 1944-
1972 (Unpublished), 1972.

Graeme Wheeler, The Scroggin Eaters, 
Vicwalk, Melbourne, 1991.

[This was originally written for the BSAR 
newsletter ñBehind the Logò].  
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Buffalo Search ñ Peter Hield
It was about 4.30 on Saturday afternoon when the phone 
rang, giving me the bad news that a man was missing on Mt 
Buffalo, and BSAR had been asked to help out. We were to 
meet at the police transport depot just off Sydney Road at 4 
the following morning. I quickly scrounged a lift, and then 
spent the rest of the afternoon preparing my gear ï pack-
ing, checking and buying more food, as we had the luxury 
of plenty of preparation time. This was my ýrst real search, 
although I had been on the Mt Baw Baw practice six months 
previously. The location was somewhat fortuitous, given 
that I wanted to see Mt Buffalo and had planned a bushwalk 
there the previous weekend, only to be stopped by Parks, 
who have forbidden all camping on the mountain.

The half expected phone call cancelling the search never 
came, so I found myself eating toast at 3am on Sunday 
morning. At the meeting point people were milling around, 
and all the gear was put on the bus before it was discovered 
that more people had turned up than were expected. The bus 
was exchanged for a bigger bus (meaning two seats each, 
and therefore much more sleep!) and we set of up the Hume, 
arriving at Mt Buffalo about an hour after dawn. A brieýng 
was given on the bus and groups were organised, but details 
were still vague ï a man had been missing since Thursday, 
his car was parked at the top of the Gorge, and we were 
probably going to search with day packs.

At Mt Buffalo, there was more organising to do and packs 
to prepare. The police ýeld kitchen provided a welcome and 
very good second breakfast, and lunch as well. We were 
given a ýnal brieýng by the police ofýcer in charge. The 
man suffered from a form of depression known as bipolar. 
He had left home on Thursday morning, telling his family 
he was going to visit his mother, but instead had driven to 
the summit of Mt Buffalo. He had been reported missing on 
Thursday evening, and when he hadnôt appeared by Friday 
morning the search began. The SES had searched the Gorge 
area and the vicinity of the Chalet, but had found no clues. 
On Saturday afternoon the decision to call in BSAR had 
been made. We were to search the paths that wander over a 
signiýcant area of the plateau.

My group was assigned to walk on a bearing between two 
tracks, so we spread out in a line, and followed the compass, 
calling out and watching the ground and the surrounding 
bushland for signs. That took less than an hour, then we 
reported in by radio and waited for further instructions. We 
spent the rest of the day like this, following relatively short 
lengths on track, but spread out four abreast, leaving only 
one person actually walking on the track. The rest of us had 
to negotiate the boulders, steep banks and the fallen trees 
and other debris of the recent bushýres. There was sporadic 
regrowth, making the undergrowth very thick in places and 
totally absent in others. Progress was slow.

At about 3pm, our radio battery died. It had been useful lis-
tening in to the progress of the search, hearing the instruc-
tions to and reports from other groups, but now there was a 
strange sense of being cut off. Before the radio died, we had 
been able to hear Base calling us, but had not been able to 
reply due to the terrain. But now there was nothing else to 
do but to follow the track we had been assigned and see what 
happened. We met the ranger with another BSAR group, 
and eventually got a lift back to Base at around 5pm, just as 
the search was being wound up for the night.

We had spent the last hour of searching debating the 
chances of the Chalet giving us a þoor to sleep on, so it 
came as a bit of a surprise to learn that we were returning 
to Melbourne that evening. The dayôs searching had yielded 
nothing, despite the presence of 30 BSAR searchers along 
with a similar number of SES and the police helicopter and 
dog teams. We had searched all the paths, and as the Gorge 
and the area surrounding the Chalet had been searched 
previously, there was literally nowhere left to look. So it 
was a disappointing end to the day, and a slightly subdued 
dinner from the ýeld kitchen. There was debrief on the bus 
as the day was reviewed, and maps, GPSs and other equip-
ment were returned to the owners. Then there was silence 
as people got some much needed sleep. We arrived back at 
the police depot at 10.30, approximately 18 hours after we 
had left.

SLUSH!!
ñSounds like we should have been doing Stu a while ago!ò

ñCan I put mine on your red hot stick?ò
 ñYou have to be quick if you want to stick it right inéò

ñDid Grant have a big one?  Seemed to be hung on Wednesdayéò

ñCan you check if Iôve got ice in my holes?ò

[BSAR rules mean no photos on searches].
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Twas a bright and sunny morning when we gathered, 
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, in front of the clubhouse in 
breathless anticipation, hopping excitedly from foot to foot, 
because, golly gee, we were going to the Cathedrals! Actu-
ally, Iôm not sure that it was bright and sunny [I suspect not], 
and I personally wasnôt bright-eyed and bushy-tailed [cuz 
I donôt have one] and as far as I know no one was hopping 
around from foot to foot [cuz theyôll look fairly stupid]. But 
alas, story book conventions must be followed, and hence 
the mental picture Iôll like to give is one of 60 robust squir-
rels after a good nutty breakfast just raring to go acorn-har-
vesting.*

But yes, we were off, at 
the speed of a thousand 
gazelles. Or, as I was in 
the bus, at the speed of a 
thousand gazelles after a 
night of heavy drinking at 
the local watering-hole. To 
the less bright among you, 
that means NOT VERY 
FAST AT ALL. But we 
did arrive eventually, after 
trekking through half of 
Victoria. The next activ-
ity on the list was to set up 
tents in the dark. Fun for 
the whole family!

On to the activities. First 
up was bushwalking. It 
was good that we did that 
while we still had energy, 
cuz It. Was. Long. Straight 
uphill, along a ridge and down again. The view from the top 
was nice though, and Iôve always enjoyed a good clamber 
over rocks. It was windy (thatôs my astute comment of the 
day. Which of course implies that the rest of this article is 
probably going to go downhill, but please, bear with me, 
read on! It might be a good day. I might have another astute 
comment up my sleeve). Many thanks to the bushwalk-
ing leaders who put up with us amateur bushwalkers and 
who picked up my lung when I left it on the summit. And 
for being willing to stop when we were all about to die of 
exhaustion. And I will say this- you guys are ýt.

Kayaking next. Iôm tempted to say that apparently I was 
NOT a natural at this and leave it at that, but it wouldnôt be 
fair. And talking about fairness, the people who capsized 
got chocolate bars, which, when you think about it, kinda 
upsets the whole reward-system based on good behaviour 
thing we were taught in school. In that case we would 
all become delinquents and get paid for it. But I digress. 
Kayaking, despite my apparent lack of prowess, was fun, 

especially the bouncy bits. Bouncy bits are always fun. We 
emerged freezing and possibly traumatized for life, but hey, 
whatôs life without turning into a popsicle and having night-
mares? Again, thanks to all the kayaking leaders for saving 
us all from bashing into trees and such.

Climbing. An unnatural sport when you think about it. 
Which is why itôs best not to think about it. Life would be 
much pleasanter if we all didnôt think (Astute thought 2). But 
as with all the other activities, it was fun (Iôm sure youôre 
beginning to spot a trend). Climbing straight up rock-faces? 
Sure! Put your life in the hands of a complete stranger? 

Sure! Who trusts their friends and family anyway?! All 
joking aside, it was good. There were different levels for a 
whole range of people, and leaders there to soothe and calm 
when people got panicky. They also dispensed good advice 
[ñuhééé. Wouldnôt go there if I were youéô] and as such 
were invaluable.

There was other fun to be had (I need to learn more adjé.. 
adjictéé.. describing words), like talking to random peo-
ple at night then not recognizing them in the morning, hav-
ing boat races with Latrobe Uni, again in the wee hours of 
the morning, and roasting our faces by the open ýre. 

Ah yeséééé twas a time to remember and cherish and 
all that other stuff. For those who are reading this, congratu-
lations, you have reached the end. And now I am gone. 

*This metaphor is highly unnecessary. And Iôve just real-
ized that we left at night, so no bright and sunny morning.

Cathedrals Trip ñ Regine Chun

Above and RIght: Instruction makes perfecté?  ï Kellie Smith
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Cathedral Comments
The highlight of the trip for me was doing a multi-pitch 
climb with Ben. It allowed me to challenge myself because 
it wasnôt the ýrst time Iôd been climbing. We had sun and 
great views. What more could you ask for hanging off the 
side of a rockface? I was also very impressed with the river 
guides who made everyone feel pretty safe about what they 
were doing. Overall a really great weekend. 
ð Vic

the paddling was great and the bush walk turned into a 
mountainclimb...i don;t believe thereôs anywhere rockier 
than that ridge called Sugarloaf Mountain.... 

thereôs a saying, about the steep and thorny path to 
heaven...and by god at the end of that bush walk, i felt like i 
deserved to go to heaven! 

speaking as someone with a fear of heights, it was an adren-
aline ýlled weekend...fear and fun all in...=) 

but the views were worth it and so was getting out of the 
city into someplace where you feel like you could breathe 
again. it helped so much with coping with schoolwork pres-
sure and all. 
ð Diana Seah

Iôm so glad Iôve ýnally begun my mountaineering career, 
after a year of paying and not doing anything, Iôve ýnally 
realised that youôre all great and that I love climbing, thanks 
to the beginnerôs trip. It was awesome, thanks to Kellie and 
Mac 
ð Jeanne 

I thought the Cathedral trip was incredibly fun and well 
organised! It was perfect! Great job!!! I was impressed that 
the club owned so much gear and everyone was generous 
with their help. The activities were really challenging, i 
never imagined myself climbing up a cliff!!! The campsite 
was amazing! The atmosphere was great, especially with 
the stars at night!

Everyone on the trip was friendly and fun! The barbeque 
was a heaps of fun as well! It was really awesome
ð Sue Ann

There are a couple of options: 

Cathedrals permitted me to witness how Australians eluci-
date their afýnity with the outdoors. I was particularly inter-
ested to see that chunder-
ing over the campsite of 
fellow Uni groups is in 
fact an Australian way 

of saying, óHello friends, we are glad youôre here to enjoy 
the outdoors with usô. 

ï or ï   Cathedrals was more fun than being alone with your 
favourite sheep at the back of the farm, miles from nowhere, 
where no one will interrupt you... 
ð Callum

The cathedrals trip was really good fun and top marks need 
to be awarded to the organisers. 

The range of activities was a good introduction to the 
various aspects of the club activities. I found the best thing 
about the trip was meeting heaps of people, both during the 
various daytime activities and at the night-time boozing ses-
sion. The worst thing was waking up in the morning with a 
headache, red teeth, red eyes and only remembering half the 
people I had spoken to the previous night (Thanks)
ð Mick

Cathedrals was an amazing experience, a great introductory 
trip run by a fantastic club. Even the weather agreed.

ð Megan Bishop

You just about summed it up with ñabsolutely mindblow-
ingly coolò.  It was a great way to learn a little bit of what the 
club is all about and have a crap-load of fun at the same time.  
Iôd never been kayaking before and although I really had no 
idea how the hell to keep that thing upright, it was a blast.  
Iôve been trying to get to the pool on thursdays since.  

Climbing still scares me to peices, but hey, thatôs the point 
right?  I canôt believe how supportive all the leaders were 
and how much effort you guys put in to ensuring we learned 
a bit and had a good time.  The coolest part of the trip was 
seeing how much the leaders were dedicated to the moun-
taineering club and how eager they were to share their expe-
riences with other people.
ð anon

Thanks everyone, especially Ben (last name??? - heôs a 
climber and was a leader), who gave me and Oliver a ride 
there and back and shared his eski with us!
ð Jon Conley

I scrambled so hard on the bush walk that my toes went 
bloddied and blue!  Then I realised  my kayaking shoes were 
made of blue leatheré

Heaps of fun! ! Thanks 
for all your hard work 
guys..  loved it.
ð Rachael McC
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It was O-Week 2004 and I was helping out on the Mountain-
eering Club table. 

Well maybe I was paying more attention to the kayaking 
videos we were screening, but I was getting ýred up for a 
paddling trip. It was rumored that there was a paddling trip 
to Penrith being planned, many e-mails later and I was set.

In traditional  MUMC style we took full advantage of the 
long weekend to drive through the night to Sydney. After 
re-ýlling and cooling down the radiator a handful of times 
and a 3am nap on the side of the road we parked outside 
Horizon Line (yes we might have driven 900kms to go gear 
shopping). The sods didnôt open up for us so we were forced 
to go paddling instead. 

Unfortunately Dave was relying on them to loan him a boat, 
he was soon behind the lens of the video camera recording 
paddling footage in the meantime.

For those of you who havenôt heard of the Penrith White-
water Stadium. It was the competition venue for the canoe/
kayak slalom events during the Sydney 2000 Olympic 
Games. Most recently in January it was home to the 2004 
Pre-World Canoe/Kayak Freestyle Championships.

The course is Grade 3, with a þow of 14 cubic metres of 
water per second, which is the equivalent to ýlling an Olym-
pic sized swimming pool every minute.

The course is 320 metres long in a U shape. It features a 
moveable object system, which allows for the rivers charac-
teristics to be changed. There are 8 rapids overall, with most 
being short drops. Not only is it the only one of its kind in 
the Southern hemisphere, but is the only river I have pad-
dled that has a conveyor belt to take you back to the start (no 
more epic car shufþes!) 

The ride.
Lined up with our noseplugs and numbered bibs on we were 
ready for anything. Unfortunately my bib had a big rip in 
it, and my rescue vest clip was hanging out. ñOy, Put your 
nipple awayò said Pete.

As important as we playboaters think we are Penrith makes 
its money from rafting trips. This means that we have to 
get out of the rafters way. This isnôt always easy. Especially 
as you canôt see above the wave that you are surýng, and 
it doesnôt always want to let you go.  Grant yelled ñRaft!ò, 
Rob had to quickly scurry from the core of the wave 
to avoid being þattened by a raft carrying a handful of 
screaming girls, and one bemused guide. 

After running the course about 40 times it didnôt seem so 
hard until I forgot to lean forward enough and got squirted, 
þipped, and banged my head. Whoops maybe there was a 
rapid there after all.

I had an awesome time paddling at Penrith, and recommend 
it to anyone wanting to improve their playboating. Itôs also 
a great place to spectate once your arms are ñtoo pumped 
to paddleò I was really inspired watching friends get great 
rides and watching the occasional pro paddler throw down a 
mind blowing move with little or no warning..

Recommended paddling standard:
To paddle this river you need to be competent and comfort-
able on grade 3 rivers.

As the river is comparably short, most people play on the 
waves/holes and practice tricks e.g. front surýng, cart-
wheels, loopsé So if you have a ñbombproof ñroll and enjoy 
playboating, Penrith may be the ticket.

 However, if you have just started paddling and arenôt quite 
sure of your skills, there is usually water in the rivers from 
autumn through to spring to learn those river skills. In the 
meantime there will be pool sessions to learn to paddle in 
the comfort of heated water Thursday nights during semes-
ter at Brunswick Baths.

Water on Tap ð The Penrith 
Experience ñ Andrew Nurse

Above: Party wave Dave and Pete ï Grant Schuster; Top: Water on tap in tap-off state ï Andrew Nurse..
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Where to Paddle ñ Tim Wallace
A guide to finding the right water levels in your favourite river

Unfortunately Victoria in general receives shit all rain. Even 
on its eastern half, dominated by mountains as it is, rainfall 
totals are reasonably low. Where as on the West Coast of 
New Zealand, they measure rainfall in meters, we measure 
it in millimetres. Where rainfall totals of 10m in a year are 
not unheard of in New Zealand, 1m is closer to the mark for 
most of the areas that we frequent. 

Just to make things that much harder for us, the rivers we 
tend to paddle are [generally] very óþashyô. Flashy is a term 
used to describe rivers that rise fast and drop fast.

Thus it becomes very important to have a reasonable pre-
dictive ability, both relating to rain events and your rivers 
response to that rainfall.

There are several important factors to consider:

1. How wet is the catchment that drains in to the river? 
2. How much rain has fallen? How intense was it?
3. What is the rain falling on? [Snow? Forest? Concrete?]
4. So how much water do I need?
5. Where can I ýnd information for decision making?
6. What levels do I want?

1. How wet is the catchment that drains 
in to the river?
The main substance that covers the majority of the catch-
ments in Victoria is soil. Soil is useful as it helps slow down 
the rate at which rain þows in to the river. Consider this: 
If it has not rained for a while, the soil is like a sponge. It 

absorbs much of the rain and thus there is little in the way 
of overland þow. However, soil reaches a crucial point at 
which it can no longer absorb water and any water that does 
fall runs straight in to the river. This is what is described as 
a ósaturatedô catchment. It is worth considering though, that 
whilst soil absorbs water, it does not take it away from the 
catchment, and it is better to think of it as slowing down the 
waters progression in to the river.

2. How much rain has fallen? How 
intense was it?
Rainfall is crucial. Without it most rivers will not þow. The 
amount of rainfall required will vary from river to river, 
and the intensity with which the rain falls is also important. 
Some rivers might require 100mm of rain to get them to an 
acceptable level, however if that rain falls over the course of 
10 days there may never be enough water there at any given 
moment to get the river moving. Another useful feature of 
intense rain is that very intense rain can in sometimes cause 
the soil to reach saturation point sooner [and with less rain]. 
>10mm/hr is probably my deýnition of very intense rain. 
Another important thing to consider [more relevant with 
alpine rivers]: is the precipitation snow or rain? If itôs falling 
as snow donôt expect anything to happen to your river. You 
can check this, see section 5.

3. What is the rain falling on?
This section logically follows from the last. Rain falling on 
soil/forest depends on how wet the catchment is. Rain fall-
ing on concrete [eg. Urban runs like Gardiners creek] has 

Above: Pete on the West Keiwa ï Tim Wallace.
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the same properties as a saturated natural catchment. Run-
off is very fast and the peak of the discharge occurs quickly. 
Rain falling on snow, melts snow very quickly, and brings 
alpine rivers in to shape quick-smart! Some alpine rivers 
will be at good levels within a matter of hours after rain has 
fallen depending on the amount/intensity of the rain and the 
size of the snowpack.

4. How much water do I need?
This depends on what river you want to paddle and how 
good you are! Despite what you might think [and what 
many of us though for a long time] it is possible on some 
rivers to have too much water! Usually this is for one of the 
following two reasons: too much water on some easy rivers 
can make rapids and interesting features ówash outô, so you 
are left with a romping stomping roller coaster. Too much 
water on very hard rivers can turn them from manageably 
scary events, in to heinous high volume death-fest roller-
coasters of doom. Generally, rivers are described as being 
low volume, medium volume and high volume and within 
each group there is a subgroup of þows that are designated 
as low, medium and high/þood. Some rivers are runnable 
with a variety of þows [eg. The Mitta Mitta] where as others 
require very speciýc þows [eg. The Upper East Kiewa [low 
to medium spring þow] or the Avon [þood]]. See the table 
for more speciýc information.

Thus it follows that different rivers are runnable for dif-
ferent amounts of time. Consider the following [and check 
out the table on river heights]: The Mitta Mitta river, argu-
ably the best class III run in Victoria, has a large alpine 
catchment and is good fun at levels greater than 1m at the 
Hinomunjie Internet gauge. It runs at this level [>1m], usu-
ally, for something in the order of 3 months of the year. The 
Avon on the other hand requires special easterly rainfall and 

is really only paddleable for 4 or 5 days in a good year. So 
whilst you could plan a Mitta trip a month in advance, a 
trip to the Avon might be planned a few days in advance if 
youôre lucky.

5. Where can I find information I need 
5. to make decisions?
In the last few years, the number of readily accessible 
paddling resources has increased greatly, mainly thanks 
to the development of the Internet. The Internet has online 
paddling guides, þow, rainfall, general weather information 
and message boards; the ones I will talk about are:

http://www.bom.gov.au ï bureau of meteorology

http://www.adventurepro.com.au/paddleaustralia ï online 
Australian guide & message board

h t t p : / / u s e r s . b i g p o n d . n e t . a u / w h c c /A s s e t s /
whccrivergraphs.htm ï gauge heights plotted over time

The most crucial resource is the BOM site.
http://www.bom.gov.au

- river heights
- rainfall maps
- automatic weather station data [essentially realtime 
weather information]
- rainfall in mm/hr
- forecasts

Obviously, the most useful information on the BOM site 
are the river heights and rainfall data, which are accessible 
via the ñobservationsò section of the Webster once you have 
selected which state you want to focus on from the main 
page. However, some rivers rise and fall so quickly that you 

need to really have an idea what the weather is going to do [ie. 
Forecast] so you can be there when the river is peaking. Some 
useful phrases and words to look out for in forecasts include: 
ñdeep low pressure systemò ñeasterly weather patternò ñheavy 
rainfallò etc. Deep low-pressure systems that move east from off 
the southern NSW coast almost always cause Gippsland and the 
Alpine region rivers to go off, so keep your eyes open.

The BOM site also has a þood warning service. It is crucial to note 
the difference between a þood warning and þood watch advice. 
A þood warning means a þood is imminent. Flood watch advice 
means that a þood could happen so keep on top of it. In case it 
was not already obvious, þoods usually coincide with excellent 
water levels across all the catchments located in proximity to the 
þooding one/s, so for example, if the Mitta is going to þood, itôs 
likely that the Ovens, Kiewa, upper Murray and Mitchell will go 
off as well. Temperature is also crucial, because it doesnôt matter 
how much precipitation there is, if it is frozen [snow] its not going 
to affect your river. The AWSô [automatic weather stations] will 
give rainfall as well as concurrent temperature for the 72 hours 
to the current time, so its useful to check this.

Above: Jeff Bellis on the Upper East Kiewa ï Ben Patrick.
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River Name Section Grade Internet Gauge level in meters at gauge 
http://www.bom.gov.au

M e d i u m 
level or 
Greater

When

Low Medium High
Avon River The Chan-

nels
III Avon River @ the 

channels
1.9 2.25 2.5 4 days/yr Any time

Big River Any II Goulburn @ 
Dohertys [+10%]

0.5 1 1.5 60 days/yr Winter - Early 
Summer

Mitta Mitta Any III Mitta Mitta @ 
Hinomunjie

0.9 1.1 1.6 80 days/yr Winter - Early 
Summer

Mitchell Any III Mitchell @ Glena-
ladale

1.1 1.6 2 50 days/yr Early Winter - 
late Summer

Cobungra Any IV Mitta Mitta @ 
Hinomunjie

1 1.3 1.8 20 days/yr Spring

Goulburn Below Dam II Goulburn @ D/S 
lake eildon

1.2 1.7 2.3 3 months Summer

Indi [upper 
murray]

The Gates III+ Murray @ Big-
gara

0.6 1 1.5 80 days/yr Late Winter - 
Late Spring

King Below Dam III King @ D/S lake 
willam hovell

0.7 1.3 1.8 30 days/yr Late Winter - 
Late Spring

Jamieson B e l o w 
Wrens Flat

III+ McAlistar @ 
Licola

1 1.4 2 30 days/yr Late Winter - 
Late Spring

Snowy Any lower 
section

II - III+ Snowy @ MacIl-
lops Bridge

0.7 1.3 2 20 days/yr Any time

The next most important website is PaddleAustralia [http:
//www.adventurepro.com.au/paddleaustralia]. Conceived 
of and run by a couple of paddlers from Eildon, it has up-
to-date river information for just about every river that has 
been paddled. It covers all of Australia, though Victoria, 
NSW and Tasmania have the most information. If you know 
of/have paddled a river that is not there you can send it in, 
and if you have some information that other river users 
may ýnd useful [eg. Access information, gauge sites, trees 
across unscoutable drops etc.] You can update the guide. 
This is a great resource. PaddleAustralia also has a message 
board [http://www.adventurepro.com.au/forums/cgi-bin/
YaBB.pl?board=paddlea] that is a great way to meet other 
boaters, get information, gossip and sell gear.

The ýnal website Iôll mention is run by the Whitehorse 
Canoe Club [http://users.bigpond.net.au/whcc/Assets/
whccrivergraphs.htm] It is a series of X [time] Y [gauge 
height] plots of various popular telemetered gauges in 
Victoria. It is useful because you can get a feel for how 
long various rivers take to rise and fall [gauges that record 
gauging information and send it to the BOM are described 
as ótelemeteredô gauges. They are event driven, meaning 
that if there is a signiýcant change [rise or drop in river 
level] over a short period of time they will record].

Other useful websites:
www.vicwaterdata.net > Up to date historical þow data & 
site reports on individual rivers. Good if youôre in to ýrst 
descents or want to do some hydrological modelling [for 

example, you can get the hourly instantaneous discharge for 
the Mitta Mitta @ Hinomunjie Internet gauge for the last 30 
years. Thatôs a lot of data.]

www.lokicanoeclub.com > The ofýcial website of Team 
Loki. Many of the more serious paddlers in MUMC are 
members of team Loki and there are lots of nice photos 
and videos of many of the rivers you may be interested in 
located there

waterinfo.dlwc.nsw.gov.au/ > NSW website that has 
telemetered gauges plugged in, if you want to see what a 
lot of NSW rivers have been doing in the last week, month, 
year etc. you can. Produces nice graphs, especially useful if 
youôre planning trips to any of the following rivers:

The Lower Mitta Mitta, Indi, Nymboida, Gwydir, 
Murrumbidgee etc.

Hopefully, now armed with this information, lots of 
enthusiasm and the appropriate equipment, you should now 
be able to go paddling more often, and make sure youôre 
there when the river is nice and high! See you on the water!

6. What levels do I want?
The table below shows river levels for ófunô paddling on 
various Victorian intermediate-level rivers.
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Pleasant weather and 200m of paddling saw us in sunny 
Mount Beauty one Augustôs afternoon in 2003. Gus, who 
had injured himself earlier in the day, had decided that he 
didnôt want to pay out big dollars to some private clinic, but 
all the same, the clinicôs carpark made a good place to dry 
our gear, eat lunch and generally laze about for a couple of 
hours.

 It was then that something strange happened. A van pulled 
up and an oddly dressed woman emerged, chatted with 
us for a second, then made a hasty exit. The same oddly 
dressed woman reappeared about 15 minutes later with her 
oddly dressed children, handed a small booklet to Gus and 
said something like ñIôm sure what youôre doing up there on 
the rivers is very exciting, but maybe you should consider 
not doing it anymoreò.  Indeed it had been very exciting. 

9am that morning we had been at the Orange Bridge, twenty 
kilometres higher up the East Kiewa valley, near Bogong 
Village. A good water level on the East Kiewa, nice weather 
and a fun group seemed to have the makings of a great day. 
We headed off quickly, paddling the ýrst 200m long boulder 
garden, under the log, pull out on the right, run the chute 
down to the eddy on the right. The steep, slipery cliff-like 
banks ensured that we were at least committed to running 
the next rapid on sight ï a fun double drop, just touching on 
to grade 4. It was run successfully by all. A pool, perhaps 

5m long separated this rapid from the next rapid, a powerful, 
twisting 3m chute. 

Having been down a couple of times before, I had a good 
idea of the line. Bob paddled off ýrst, entering the chute and 
subbing out at the hole in the bottom. He rocketed back up 
and cleared the rest of the rapid before pulling out to an eddy 
on the left. Anna came down next. Entering the current she 
put in a couple of quick strokes to boof the Topo off a small 
ledge on the right, over the hole to glory. This I explained 
to Gus, who was sitting in the eddy next to me, was what 
I wanted him to do. A quick nod and he was off down the 
chute. Unfortunately he didnôt sub out, nor did he nail the 
boof. Hitting a rock hidden deep in the hole, Gus came to 
an abrupt stop. The impact had popped his deck and caused 
him to fall out of the boat. It had also dislocated his shoul-
der, a fact unknown to us as we prepared to rescue him. 

The problem was that the drop did not end in a pool and was 
enclosed on both sides by a cauldron of rock walls, which 
had the effect of creating a very powerful, recirculating 
eddy. Gus spent some quality time [two or three minutes] 
in here swimming, whilst we worked out a way to get to 
him. It was not viable for Dave or I to throw a rope to him 
as we were upstream and would just drag him back in to 
the hole. The situation could be paraphrased with the term 
ósub-optimalô.  Eventually Bob paddled back upstream, with 

Gus sees God in the drowning pool 
ñ Tim Wallace

Above: Gus with a dislocation on the Upper Cobungra ï Ben Patrick.
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a throwline tangled around 
him, Gus grabbed his boat 
[with his good arm] and 
Dave towed Bob out.

In late October, about 3 
months later, I was paddling 
the same rapid again. The 
level was slightly higher, but 
the concept the same. I ran 
the rapid, subbed out on the 
hole, got backlooped, rolled, 
got pushed under a slightly 
undercut wall whilst my 
paddle was ripped out my 
hands, hand-rolled, went 
over again and swam. It was 
only after this that I made 
full sense of Gusô predica-
ment. I was swimming in the 
feeder eddy, and occasion-
ally, when my head popped 
up above the water, Iôd see 
the others downstream, 
yelling at me to swim to 
the left where the current 
was þushing downstream. 
They thought I was trying 
to swim downstream, a task 
that was impossible from 
where I was, as the water 
was rebounding off the cliff 
in front of me and feeding 
back upstream. What I was 
actually trying to do was keep my head above the water. Just 
like Gus. Eventually I felt the tug of the current, curled up in 
to a small ball and got bounced along the river bed for ýve or 
ten meters before reappearing downstream. I assume it was 
retribution by the river on behalf of Gus. 

When we arrived above that rapid a few months earlier, Iôd 
said to Gus and Anna something to the effect of óideally 
youôll pull a little boof off the ledge on the right, but you 
could just bomb down the centre if you likedô. What I should 

have said was óthis is what Iôm going to do. Watch me do it 
and maybe look at it from the bank if youôre unconvincedô. 

I worked out a little while later that the crew who probably 
did the ýrst descent had called this rapid óthe drowning 
poolô. It seemed quite an apt description actually. 

We all walked out with Gus [his shoulder relocated in the 
steep 100m walk up to the road] and made our way to 
the Hospital [private clinic] at Mt. Beauty. It was here, at 
lunchtime, that Gus was handed the strange little cartoon 
booklet. It told the tale of some guy who died in a car crash, 
was brought back to life at hospital and became a christian 
nut, presumably like the weirdo woman who gave Gus the 
booklet.

Strangely enough, Gus took it pretty well. A dislocated 
shoulder has the potential to be mildly upsetting and excru-
ciatingly painful ï not to mention disappointing for the 
victim. Yet despite this, Gus restrained himself from telling 
the woman to fuck off and shoving the booklet up her arse. 
Perhaps he really had been touched by the hand of god? Will 
Gus join a cult and become a potato sack wearing christian 
fundamentalist as a result of his time in the drowning pool? 
Only time will tell!

Above: Timmy the Wombat ï Grant Schuster; 
Top: Any excuse to have Ambulance Coveré inset images by Kat Martin.
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Easter Arapiles trip 
ñ Hugh Williams

The irresistible beauty of arapilies at Easter 
has once again drawn MUMC along with 
every other man and his dog (climber and 
belayer) to Arapilies. The trip was described 
as ña weekend of drinking, some climbing 
and lots of relaxing by the cragò though not 
necessarily in that order and that summed 
the trip up well. 

All the beginners were blessed with the 
opportunity to test our nerves following our 
leaders up some óclassic multi-pitch routesô, 
while they were doing this the rest of us 
testing our strength, and to a lesser extent 
climbing ability grunting and cussing our 
way up a top roped climb that is in hindsight 
may have been a little ambitious for the ýrst day.  [A work-
ing defnintion here of óClassicô is any climb that involves a 
queue of at least 2 parties before 10 amé]

Due to a lack of helmets and maybe a lack of enthusiasm 
there were always a group of half a dozen who were taking 
the more civilized approach to top roping, using 
the opportunity to ýnd a comfortable spot to try 
and ýgure out why there were naked men run-
ning round in the shelter as you drive into the 
camping ground or to generally gossip about any 
of the scandals which were unfolding before our 
eyes. Occasionally making an accent of one of 
the many top-roped climbs that were expertly 
set up for us. It seemed likely that these people 
set the evenings festivities in progress and as the 
nights rolled on and more alcohol was consumed.  
Saturday night seemed the logical time to try our 
caving skills at the famed squeeze boulder, and 
after a little while everyone had a go. Linchon 
and Sam even successfully completed a cart-
wheel inside but the performances of previous 

years involving a milkshake were not repeated. A big thank 
you must go to Mac and Ian for organizing over 40 begin-
ners giving us all a chance to go multi-pitching and for all 
the lead climbers who were generous enough to take some 
time off throwing themselves at hard stuff and persevering 
with us.

Trip highs
- Kellieôs multi-pitching effort with Dan
- Mac and my new haircuts (thanks Clare)
- Macs bouldering mat (good for more than bouldering)
- Ianôs night ascent of tiptoe ridge

Trip lows
- The MUMC banner being stolen and put up on the organ 
pipes.
- Tom and my failed attempts at the squeeze boulder 
(proving that we are the Phattest beginners about)
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Left: Marina and Zoe on 
the Crosscut Saw ï Ned 
Rogers

Back Cover: Jim - Andy 
Close hanging in there on 
the Behana Creek ï Jim 
Anderson.

Opposite Bottom:  Climb-
ing in the Flight Wall area, 
Arapiles ï Mac Brunck-
horst.

Left: Boab tree in the NT 
ï Jim Anderson

Below Left: Kellie on Mitre 
Crag, Arailes.

Below: Sev and Callum 
decided to sleep with the 
Possums on a Howqua trip 
ï Callum Eastwood

Opposite Top: Climbing at 
Dec Crag ï Mac Brunck-
horst.

Opposite Middle: Mac and 
Gus ï Kat Martin.




